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I congratulate the members of the Class of 2004 and your families on the achievement we mark
at this Commencement ceremony.
These have been extraordinary years at the University of Connecticut, characterized by dramatic
progress and growth. The university you leave today looks very different from the one you came to just a
few short years ago. Our campuses, still in the process of physical transformation, are now among the
most attractive and advanced in the nation. UConn's capacity to generate new knowledge through
research has expanded private support has grown exponentially and the quality of student life has
increased. Most important, our academic program has grown more exciting and more challenging with
every passing year, guided as always by an extraordinary faculty dedicated to the process of teaching and
learning. Historically a leading university in our New England region, the University of Connecticut
has now moved to a position of national prominence, and the prospects for the future have never been
brighter. You yourselves have played an important role in the University's progress. We have been
privileged to count you as part of our community.
Just as the University is changing; so is the world around us. You come of age at a time
characterized by international conflict, economic dislocation, and rapid social and demographic change.
The challenges are tremendous; so are the opportunities. I am confident that your education has
prepared you not only to build a constructive future for yourselves and your families, but to work
toward a more equitable, just, and peaceful  work.  I urge you to use what you have learned here, and
your own natural talents, to the fullest extent possible for yourselves and for society as a whole. In so
doing you will more than repay the investment in your future made by your professors, your parents,
and the people of Connecticut.








Saturday, May 8, 2004 - 2:30 P.M.
PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
University Wind Ensemble, PROFESSOR JEFFREY H. RENSHAW
SINGING OF THE National Anthem
MEREDITH ZIEGLER
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT RESEARCH FELLOWS
JOHN D. PETERSEN, Provost d Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
YUNG-SZE CHOI, Mathematics
CAROL J. LAMMI-KEEFE, Nutritional Sciences
JAMES E RUSLING, Chemistry
MONTGOMERY SHAW, Chemical Engineering
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
PHILIP E. AUSTIN, President
GENE E. LIKENS	 IOGNAID G. O'MUIRCHEARTAIGH
Ecologist and Educator 	 President, National University of Ireland, Galway





Vice Provost for Research and Graduate Education 6 Dean of the Graduate School
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
PHILIP E. AUSTIN, President
CLOSING REMARKS




UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
Gampel Pavilion, Storrs
Sunday, May 9, 2004 — 10:00 A.M. and 3:00 P.M.
PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL
University Wind Ensemble, PROFESSOR JEFFREY H. RENSHAW
SINGING OF THE National Anthem
JONEL LATORRE - 10:00 A.M. CEREMONY
CRISTINA ARCIERO - 3:00 P.M. CEREMONY
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
SHILPA K. MANAKTALA, Representative of the Graduating Class, 10:00 A.M. CEREMONY
STEPHANIE BROWN, Representative of the Graduating Class, 3:00 P.M. CEREMONY
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT TEACHING FELLOWS
JOHN D. PETERSEN, Provost er Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
DANIEL CIvCO, Natural Resources Management er Engineering
DEL SIEGLE, Educational Psychology
GREETINGS
STEVEN H. ROGERS, President of the Alumni Association
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES AND AWARDING OF THE UNIVERSITY MEDAL
PHILIP E. AUSTIN, President
JOHN W. RoWE, M.D., Chairman of the Board of Trustees
DAVID MACAULAY
	
PETER W. MCFADDEN	 LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND
Illustrator, Author, and Educator 	 Professor Emeritus 	 Education Analyst and Advocate
Doctor of Fine Arts	 University Medal	 Doctor of Humane Letters
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
JOHN W. ROWE, M.D., Chairman of the Board of Trustees
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES: PHILIP E AUSTIN, President




THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE AND THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Health Center, Farmington
Sunday, May 16, 2004 - 1:00 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF THE National Anthem: CARYN BERNIER AND ELIZABETH RUEL
WELCOMING REMARKS
PETER J. DECKERS, Executive Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean, School of Medicine
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
PHILIP E. AUSTIN, President
CLAIRE LEONARDI, Chair, Board of Directors
GERHARD GIEBISCH, Sterling Professor of Cellular & Molecular Physiology
Yale University School of Medicine
Doctor of Science
CONFERRAL OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS FACULTY RECOGNITION AWARD
CLAIRE LEONARDI, Chair, Board of Directors
SUSAN REISINE, Associate Dean of Research
and Professor and Head of Behavioral Sciences and Community Health
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
FRANCISCO JIMENEZ, Professor of Modern Languages, Santa Clara University
RECOGNITION OF GRADUATE STUDENTS
JANET GREGER, Vice Provost for Research and Graduate Education er Dean of the Graduate School
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES
PETER J. ROBINSON, Dean, School of Dental Medicine
PETER J. DECKERS, Dean, School of Medicine
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
PHILIP E AUSTIN, President
REMARKS
CLAIRE LEONARDI, Chair, Board of Directors
CHRISTOPHER SHANK, Graduate, School of Dental Medicine
CHRISTOPHER MOROSKY, Graduate, School of Medicine
ALUMNI REMARKS
MICHAEL MOROSKY, Assistant Clinical Professor of Medicine
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH





55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Sunday, May 23, 2004 - 10:30 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF THE National Anthem
Dow A. E. BURNs, CLAss OF 2004, School of Law
INTRODUCTION
KEITH BARKER, University Marshal
WELCOMING REMARKS
NELL JESSUP NEWTON
Dean, School of Law
CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
PHILIP E AUSTIN, President
DENNIS WAYNE ARCHER





Dean, School of Law
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES
PHILIP E. AUSTIN, President
STUDENT REMARKS
ALISON O'SHEA, Day Division
TRACEY E. SCRABA, Evening Division
RECESSIONAL
COMMENCEMENT NOTES
COMMENCEMENT DAY at The Universi ty of Connecticut is a time of ceremony and pageantry, portions of which represent traditions
dating back to medieval times. These notes on the history of the Universi ty and the commencement ceremony a re offered in the hope
that they will be of interest to spectators.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs Agricultural School in 1881 when the General Assembly accepted
a gift of money and land from Charles and Augustus Storrs, natives of Mansfield. In 1893 when it became a land-grant college and
officially opened to women, the name was changed to Storrs Agricultural College. As the mission of the institution changed, its name
was changed in 1899 to Connecticut Agricultural College. In 1933 it became the Connecticut State College. It grew slowly becoming
a small but vigorous college with limited undergraduate offerings in agriculture, home economics and mechanical arts. With the
development of a university program it became The University of Connecticut in 1939. The first regional campuses were established in
1946 to deal with the influx of veteran students. Today, the Universi ty is made up of sixteen different schools and colleges. Through the
various agencies of five Divisions and seven Institutes, including forty-nine Special Facilities, Programs, and Centers, the Universi ty is
privileged to serve many State citizens. The Graduate program began in 1935, and in 1949 the University awarded its first doctoral
degrees.
Enormous expansion has taken place over the years together with increased enrollment. Today, the Universi ty has an enrollment
of over 26,620 students. At Storrs there are over 19,280 undergraduates and more than 6,000 graduate students, representing some
113 nations.
This year, the University will award over 5,400 degrees. Of these approximately 3,800 will be Bachelor's degrees, 975 Master's
degrees, 130 Juris Doctor degrees, 8 Master of Laws degrees, 79 Doctor of Pharmacy degrees, 35 Do ctor of Dental Medicine degrees,
69 Doctor of Medicine degrees, 1 Do ctor of Musical Arts degree, and 276 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 18
diplomas in Professional Education and 10 Associate's Degrees in the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, because of the number of graduates, is divided into five separate exercises. The Schools of
Dental Medicine and Medicine, located at the University's Health Center in Farmington, and the School of Law, located in Hartford,
hold their own exercises. The Commencement procession in each of the three exercises at Storrs is heralded by the ceremonial trumpets
which were obtained especially for the Universi ty commencement.
THE PROCESSIONAL BANNERS
College and School of Agriculture 	 Brown and Maize
School of Allied Health 	 Green, White and Gold
School of Business 	 Drab Green
College of Continuing Studies 	 Brown and Blue
School of Dental Medicine 	 Lilac and Gold
Neag School of Education 	 Light Blue
School of Engineering 	 Orange
School of Family Studies 	 Maroon
School of Fine Arts 	 Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 	 Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	 Gold
School of Law 	 Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 	 White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	 Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	 Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	 Green
School of Social Work 	 Citron
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION begins with the heralding of the trumpeters announcing the arrival of the academic procession. The
Bearer of the Mace leads the procession. The University Marshal, identified by his Baton, follows the President, together with the
speaker, the Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, other University officials, and faculty. The Mace is presented at the center of the
stage while those processing enter and take their places. Once the Mace is placed on the st and it signals the beginning of the ceremony.
Six
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS AND REGALIA represent more than elegance or colorful a ttire. Academic caps and gowns represent
a tradition which reaches far back into the early days of the oldest universities of the Middle Ages The early European universities were
founded by the church; the students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times. Caps and gowns were
once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more modern dress. Though some universities
here and abroad have other colors, the usual color for gowns in America is black. Hoods a re lined with the official color of the college
or university which conferred the degree. The velvet edging of the hood varies in length for bachelors, masters and doctoral degrees. The
color represents the appropriate degree. Mortar boards (caps) are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and
Engineering may be of color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold thread. The
gown and hood of the University Marshal were made specifically for Universi ty ceremonies in the official colors of national flag blue
and white. The Processional Marshals wear blue velvet "beefeater" berets; the School and College Marshals, who assist in conducting the
ceremonies, wear blue Dutch caps.
THE MACE, carried by Professor Sally Reis, is used at all academic ceremonies. In medieval times maces were weapons of warfare,
but today a mace is "a staff borne by, or carried before, a magistrate or other dignitary as an ensign of his authority" It is the emblem
and symbol of the President's authority to administer the Universi ty. This mace was first used at the Inauguration of President Homer
D. Babbidge, Jr., on October 20, 1962. It was designed by Nathan Knobler, former head of the Department of Art. The University's
early seal, executed in beautiful wood carving, appears on both faces. A penny dated 1881 is affixed to it to commemorate the date of
the University's founding.
THE BATON, carried by the Universi ty Marshal, Professor Keith Barker, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at The
University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commencement in 1968. The Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval
period, and the Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority This Baton has silver mountings and is surmounted by a representation of
the University's former seal in enamel, which itself incorporates the coat of arms of the State of Connecticut. The University Marshal,
carrying the Baton, follows the Mace Bearer as she leads the academic procession into and out of the place of ceremony.
THE SILVER COLLAR/MEDALLION, worn by Philip E. Austin, President, was first used in 1964, at the time of the University's Silver
Anniversary. Each link on the coll ar represents one of the University's Schools or Colleges and consists of a cloissoné circle engraved with
an appropriate design for the particular school and enameled with its traditional school or college colors. Hanging from the chain is a
large silver medallion containing the University's early seal.
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The Universi ty of Connecticut is accomplished by a twofold process. First, the candidates for
degrees of each respective school or college are presented by the University M arshal. The candidates proceed to the front, receive their
diplomas, are congratulated by their administrative officers and return to their seats. The School or College Marshal then officially
presents the candidates to the De an who acknowledges the candidates and declares the appropriate degree. Second, when all candidates
have been duly presented, the President of the University formally confers the appropriate degree. This is accomplished verbally at the
time that he speaks the words:
"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The Universi ty of Connecticut, and in accordance with the
procedures and regulations of the University, I confer upon you the Certificate, Associate's Degree, appropriate Bachelor's
Degree, Master's Degree, Juris Doctor, Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of Medicine, Doctor of Musical Arts, or Doctor
of Philosophy for which you have been presented at this One Hundred and Twenty Second Commencement of The
University."
THE RECESSIONAL of the officials and faculty is once again led by the Mace Bearer and University Marshal. The graduates, along
with the audience, are requested to remain seated until the recessional is concluded.
Out of respect and courtesy to all graduates, participants and guests








For Dennis W. Archer, the presidency of the American B ar
Association is merely the latest in a long list of accomplishments.
A native of Detroit, Mr. Archer graduated from Weste rn Michigan
University with a degree in Education and went on to the Detroit
College of law (now Michigan State University Detroit College of
Law) where he received his J.D. in 1970. Following graduation, he
was a trial lawyer and a partner in several Detroit firms and served
as associate professor of the Detroit College of Law and adjunct
professor at Wayne State Universi ty Law School. Governor James
Blanchard appointed Mr. Archer an Associate Justice of the
Michigan Supreme Court in 1985 and he was elected to an eight-
year term the following year. In his final year on the bench, he was
named the most respected judge in Michigan by Michigan Lawyers
Weekly. He served two four-year terms as Mayor of the Ci ty of
Detroit (1994-2001) and was President of the National League of
Cities in 2001. After leaving the mayor's office, he was elected
chairman of Dickinson Wright PLLC and sits on the corporate
boards of a number of companies. He has been active in the
organized bar and served as president of the Wolverine B ar
Association, the National Bar Association and the State Bar of
Michigan. Mr. Archer became president of the American B ar
Association in 2003, and is the first person of color elected to the
highest office of the association. He is a Life Member of the
Fellows of the American Bar Foundation and the National Bar
Association, a Fellow of the International Society of Barristers, and
Life Member of the Sixth Circuit Judicial Conference. Mr. Archer
is the recipient of many honorary degrees and has received a
number of awards, including designation by Governing magazine as
Public Official of the Year, inclusion by Newsweek as One of the 25
Most Dynamic Mayors in America, and by the National Law
Journal as one of the 100 Most Powerful Attorneys in the United
States.
LINDA DARLING-HAMMOND
Doctor of Humane Letters
Few, if any, issues of domestic policy have generated mo re heated
debate than the question of how America should educate its
children. Particularly in the past decade, practitioners, policy-
makers, parents and political leaders have explored a dizzying
array of reform proposals, implemented new laws and funding
mechanisms, and otherwise sought to rework the nation's schools.
One of the few points of agreement has been that our system,
despite its strengths, has room for improvement; for those
seriously committed to this issue, there is a growing consensus
that progress should be guided not by ideology or emotion, but
by well-grounded scholarship focused on realistic means of
reaching attainable ends. Dr. Linda Darling-Hammond,
universally recognized within the education profession and
increasingly beyond education circles as among the key figures in
the education reform movement, has contributed immeasurably
to the quality of the national debate. A native of Clevel and,
Ohio and graduate of Yale University, Dr. D arling-Hammond
earned her doctorate at Temple University with a focus on urban
education; over the course of her career she has served as Dire ctor
and Senior Social Scientist in the Education and Human
Resources Program at RAND; a member of the faculty at
Columbia University and Co-Director of the National Center for
Restructuring Education, Schools, and Teaching at Teachers
College at Columbia; and as Executive Director of the National
Commission on Teaching and America's Future, which produced
the widely-heralded 1996 report, What Matters Most: Teaching
For America's Future. She currently serves as Vice Chair of the
Commission, and is the Charles E. Ducommun Professor of
Education at Stanford Universi ty School of Education. A prolific
author and researcher, she serves on numerous national task
forces and commissions, and her work, widely cited in the
nation's media, reflects a deep understanding of the educational
process and a profound respect for those on the front lines of the
teaching profession. As she wrote in The Right to Learn: A
Blueprint for Creating Schools That Work (1997), "Bureaucratic
solutions to problems of practice will always fail because effective
teaching is not routine, students are not passive, and questions of
practice are not simple, predictable, or standardized.
Consequently, instructional decisions cannot be formulated on
high and then packaged and handed down to teachers." The
answer, she has argued in What Matters Mo* is to create a system
that guarantees every one of the nation's children a "caring,
competent, and qualified teacher working in schools organized







With a career that spans more than five decades, Dr. Gerhard
Giebisch is recognized worldwide as one of the leading experts
in the field of kidney research. Born and raised in Vienna, Dr.
Giebisch received his medical degree in 1951 from the
University of Vienna Medical School, where he also served as an
instructor of pharmacology before accepting an internship at
Milwaukee Hospital in 1952. The following year he went to
the Department of Physiology at Cornell University in Ithaca,
New York, where he was a fellow and then an instructor. In
1956, he returned to the University of Vienna as an Assistant
Professor of pharmacology, and the following year, he returned
to Cornell. During his years of service at Cornell, he was an
Assistant Professor, an Associate Professor, and then Professor of
Physiology. In 1968, he was appointed Professor and Chairman
of Physiology at the Yale School of Medicine. In 1970, Dr.
Giebisch was elected the Sterling Professor of Cellul ar and
Molecular Physiology at Yale, a position he currently holds.
Throughout his exceptional career, Dr. Giebisch has been
honored with dozens of awards and prizes, including the
American Physiological Society's prestigious Homer Smith
Award in 1971 for his findings in the field of potassium
transport in kidney cells. In 1984, he was elected to the
National Academy of Sciences and, in 1985, to the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. Some of his many other awards
include the Berliner Award from the American Socie ty of
Physiology, the A.N. Richards Award from the International
Society of Nephrology, and the Distinguished Service Award
from the Association of Chairmen of Departments of
Physiology. He received honorary doctorates from the
Universi ty of Vienna, the universities of Lausanne and Bern in
Switzerland, and Uppsala University in Sweden. He has served
in a number of editorial capacities, including editor of
Physiological Reviews, authored more than 400 papers, and has
published countless chapters for major kidney and other
textbooks. He is a member of numerous professional societies
and has served in leadership positions for the American Socie ty
of Nephrology, the Executive Committee of the International
Society of Nephrology, and the National Institutes of Health.
Dr. Giebisch is also recognized as an exceptional mentor whose
students have become leaders in the field of kidney research.
GENE E. LIKENS
Doctor of Science
The last quarter of the twentieth century, characterized by radical
transformation on so many fronts, may best be remembered as
the time when society came to a better understanding of the full
impact of environmental change. An eminent researcher,
educator, author and advocate, Gene E. Likens has played a
leading role in fostering that comprehension; as one of the pre-
eminent figures in the interna tional community of ecologists, he
has been a compelling spokesman for rational, scientifically-based
policies to protect the world's environment for future generations.
Perhaps best known to the wider community as the person who
discovered acid rain in North America, Dr. Likens is described by
one colleague as, "quite simply, one of the best ecologists the
world has ever had." Born in Pierceton, Indiana, Dr. Likens
received his undergraduate degree in Biology from M anchester
College in North Manchester, Indiana; he subsequently
completed his graduate training in Zoology at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Faculty appointments followed at
Dartmouth College, Cornell Universi ty, and, for the past twenty
years, Yale University; concurrently, from 1983 to 1993 he served
as Vice President of The New York Botanical Garden and as
Founding Director of the Institute of Ecosystem Studies and
Director of the Mary Flagler Cary Arboretum in Millbrook, New
York. Since 1993 Dr. Likens has served as Director and President
of the Institute of Ecosystem Studies, and holds the G. Evelyn
Hutchinson Chair in Ecology. His primary area of academic
focus is the biogeochemistry of forest and aquatic ecosystems,
and among his nearly 500 publications are some of the defmitive
works in that field. Dr. Likens has received numerous honors,
including election to the National Academy of Sciences, the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the British
Ecological Society, and in 2001 he was awarded the National
Medal of Science. He is well known to members of the
University of Connecticut scientific community on the basis of
his international standing and, more immediately, as the 1998






Doctor of Fine Arts
In honoring David Macaulay, the Universi ty of Connecticut
recognizes an extraordinary individual whose talents touch
multiple fields and whose work enables students and lay
members of the public alike to understand many interrelated
aspects of the physical world of the past and present. Artist,
illustrator, author and educator, Mr. Macaulay has produced a
body of work focused on architecture and urban forms that has
won critical acclaim and a readership of adults and children that
totals in the millions. A brief sample of tides includes Cathedral
(1973), which describes the building of a gothic cathedral; City
(1974), which examines the construction of a Rom an town;
Underground'(1976), which dissects the maze of subterranean
systems essential to a large city; Castle (1977), which shows the
building of a medieval fortress; Mill (1983), which chronicles the
growth of a New England mill town; perhaps his best-known
book, The Way Things Work (1988, with an updated version in
1998), which conveys the mysteries of technology to the widest
possible audience; and, on the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Cathedral's publication, Building the Book Cathedral (1998). Mr.
Macaulay has also brought his abilities to bear in other media;
the acclaimed five-part public television series `Building Big"
(2000) covered the main areas of civil engineering stru ctures:
bridges, domes, skyscrapers, dams and tunnels. A native of
England, Mr. Macaulay moved with his family to New Jersey
when he was eleven years old. He earned a bachelor's degree in
architecture from the Rhode Island School of Design, and
worked for several years in interior design and as a public school
art teacher. He then embarked on his extraordinary artistic and
literary career, and he continues to serve on the faculty of the
Rhode Island School of Design. Mr. Macaulay's work has won
numerous awards, including the Caldecott Medal, the Boston
Globe-Horn Book Award, the Washington Children's Book
Guild Nonfiction Award, and a medal from the American
Institute of Architects for being " an outstanding illustrator and
recorder of architectural accomplishments."
IOGNAID G. O'MUIRCHEARTAIGH
Doctor of Science
Dr. Iognaid G. O'Muircheartaigh, one of the preeminent figu res
in Irish higher education, is an internationally acclaimed
statistician and an adept, visionary leader of one of his nation's
major universities, the National Universi ty of Ireland, Galway.
Dr. O'Muircheartaigh's relationship with the Universi ty of
Connecticut, marked by today's conferral of an honorary degree,
includes service as a visiting faculty member in our Departments
of Statistics and Marine Sciences, numerous publications co-
authored with UConn faculty, and strong support for ongoing
collaborations between the faculties of the Universi ty of
Connecticut and his own institution. Born in Dublin, Dr.
O'Muircheartaigh earned his baccalaureate and master's degrees
at University College, Dublin and received his doctorate in
Statistics at the Universi ty of Glasgow, Scotland. He joined
University College, Galway (predecessor institution of the NUI,
Galway) in 1970; following years of distinguished service as a
faculty member, he was appointed Registrar and Deputy
President in 1998 and named to the Presidency in 2000. As
leader of his University, Dr. O'Muircheartaigh has compiled a
record of progress that includes the lowest attrition rate in
Ireland, excellence in research (NUI Galway was awarded more
research funding — some $60 million — than any other Irish
university in 2003), promotion of access for economically and
socially disadvantaged students, and extensive interactions with
educational institutions in other nations. A network of
relationships with universities in Northern Ireland has helped
forward the movement toward peace in that troubled l and. In
2003, NUI Galway was nominated Irelands first ever Irish
Universi ty of the Year. Along with his administrative duties, Dr.
O'Muircheartaigh has continued to build on a body of
scholarship that includes publication of mo re than seventy papers
in international journals and that brings rigorous statistical
methodology to problems in areas ranging from economics to
oceanography to medicine. His honors include the award of a
Fulbright Fellowship at Stanford University, and a United States
National Academy of Sciences Senior Research Associateship,













(SEE BIOGRAPHY UNDER HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS)
JOHN W. RowE, M.D.
UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
One of the nation's outstanding medical researchers and, as
Chairman and CEO of Aetna Inc., a leading member of the
Connecticut business community, Dr. John W Rowe se rves as
Chairman of the Universi ty of Connecticut Board of Trustees. Dr.
Rowe graduated in 1966 from Canisius College in Buffalo, New
York, and in 1970 earned his medical degree with High Honors
and Distinction in Research from the University of Rochester
School of Medicine and Dentistry in Rochester, New York. After
post-graduate training at Ha rvard Medical School and the National
Institutes of Health, Dr. Rowe joined the faculty at Harvard where
he served as Professor of Medicine and founding Director of the
Division on Aging at Ha rvard Medical School and Chief of
Gerontology at Beth Israel Hospital in Boston. Author of more
than 200 scientific publications and a leading book on geriatric
medicine, Dr. Rowe has earned several honors, including selection
as a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy
of Sciences. Dr. Rowe has also been a leader in medical education
and administration, serving as President of The Mount Sinai
Hospital and the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York
City from 1988 to 1998, and, from 1998 to 2000, President and
Chief Executive Officer of Mount Sinai NYU Health. In 2000 Dr.
Rowe came to Connecticut as the leader of Aetna Inc., one of the
major health care and related benefits organizations in the United
States. In addition to his se rvice on the University's Board of
Trustees, he serves on the boards of Lincoln Center Theater and
numerous other medical, cultural, and academic organizations.
FRANCISCO JIMENEZ
HEALTH CENTER COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
The son of Mexican farmworkers, Dr. Francisco Jiménez was born
in San Pedro Tlaqupague, a suburb of Guadalajara. At the age of
four he crossed the border with his family into California, where
he worked in the fields along with his family and attended
numerous schools. Learning was initially difficult for Dr. Jiménez
because he did not speak English, and frequent moves added to his
challenge. However, he persevered and excelled in high school,
graduating in 1962 with honors and three scholarship offers. He
continued his education at Santa Clara University in California
and during his junior year became a U.S. citizen. In 1966, he
graduated with honors and a Woodrow Wilson fellowship. Dr.
Jiménez earned his master's degree in 1969 at Columbia Universi ty
in New York, where he also earned his doctorate in 1972 in
Spanish and Latin American Literature. In 1973, he left
Columbia, where he was serving as an assistant professor in
Spanish, to take a similar position at his alma mater. Dr. Jiménez's
illustrious career at Santa Clara included appointments as a
member of the Board of Trustees, and director of the Division of
Arts and Humanities and of the Institute of Poverty and
Conscience. He also served as Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs and is currently the Fay Boyle Professor of
Modern Languages and Literature and Director of Ethnic Studies
at Santa Clara. Dr. Jimenez also served as a member of the Board
of Directors of Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the California
State Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing, and Vice
Chairman of the California State Humanities Council. He was a
co-founder of the Bilingual Review and is a board member of the
Bilingual Review Press. At Santa Clara he created the East Side
Future Teachers Project, an outreach program to encourage
historically underrepresented students to become teachers by
providing scholarships, mentoring, and practical experience for s ix
student annually. Dr. Jiménez is the author or editor of numerous
textbooks, literary anthologies, and award winning books,
including two autobiographical works, The Circuit: Stories from the
Life of a Migrant Chih and Breaking Through, recounting
memorable experiences of his Mexican-American family's
migration from farm to farm as laborers and of his struggles to
continue his education while coping with poverty. He has received
numerous teaching awards and honors, most recently in 2002 the
National Teaching Award from the Council for Advancement and






Among the Universi ty of Connecticut's highest honors, the
University Medal is awarded in recognition of distinction in a
field or profession in public service, for outstanding achievement
or leadership on a community, state, national or international
level, or for outstanding service to the Universi ty of Connecticut.
The first Universi ty Medal was presented to Governor John N.
Dempsey in 1983. This year the Bo ard of Trustees confers the
27th University Medal on Dr. Peter W. McFadden, Professor
Emeritus of Engineering. Native of Stamford, member of the
UConn undergraduate Class of 1954 and graduate Class of
1957, Peter McFadden has contributed immeasurably to the
University's progress over the past five decades. With the
exception of a fifteen-year sojourn at Purdue University, where he
received his doctorate in engineering and served on the faculty
and administration, Dr. McFadden has devoted his career as
teacher, scholar, and academic leader to our own university in a
series of critically important roles. In 1971 he returned to
UConn as Dean of the School of Engineering and Professor of
Mechanical Engineering, a position he held until 1985.
Retaining his faculty responsibilities, he then became part of the
leadership of the University of Connecticut Foundation, helping
to guide the University's external fundraising program in its
formative years and building a strong basis for dramatic progress
in the 1990s. He later served as Interim Vice President and
Provost and, from 1989 to 1997, as Executive Assistant to the
President of the Universi ty and Executive Secretary to the Board
of Trustees. The years of Dr. McFadden's se rvice in the
University's administration covered both the pre- and post-
UCONN 2000 era, and he played a profound role in UConn's
transition from a position of regional leadership to a place
among the nation's major public universities. Several times since
1997 Dr. McFadden has attempted to retire; on each occasion he
has been called back into special service. In 1998-99 he directed
the University's Alumni Association through a critical transition
period, leaving that important organization well poised for
continuing contribution to the Universi ty and its graduates.
Last year he accepted the responsibility of guiding one of the
University's major research entities through a challenging period,
again creating a framework for ongoing success. Throughout
these assignments—and, indeed, over the course of more than a
half century's association with the Universi ty, as student,
professor, and leader—Dr. McFadden has consistently
demonstrated qualities of loyalty, integrity, good judgment, and
good humor. Few individuals on our campus are more widely
admired or more deeply respected, and the University Medal
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The University Scholar designation is the highest scholastic honor at the University. The individualized undergraduate programs
of these students, which in some cases include work toward a graduate degree, are supervised by faculty committees. Up to thirty
students are selected as Universi ty Scholars in the junior year. Candidates for the University Scholar designation wear gold and blue
recognition cords at the commencement exercises.
Honors Scholar
Honors Scholars are outstanding students who complete intensive two- or four-year programs, including Honors courses of
unusual breadth and depth. Honors requirements include a senior thesis in the major field. Candidates for the Honors Scholar
designation wear gold recognition cords at the commencement exercises.
With Distinction
"With Distinction" is the University's designation for degrees earned by students who give evidence of significant achievement in
their major fields. Candidates for the graduation "with Distinction" wear silver recognition cords at the commencement exercises.
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed herein were considered candidates for
the degree indicated when the program was printed, except where a prior date of graduation (August 31 or December 14, 2003) is given.
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
KEVIN D. BURNHAM 	 MELYNDA JO NAPLES 	 ALISON ANN VERTUCCI
ELI F. GONSALVES 	 LISA MARIE PELRINE 	 HEATHER LEA VESSEY
SARAH ELIZABETH LOGUE 	 STEPHANIE M. RINALDI 	 TIFFANY MAUREEN WILLS
QIANA WILLOW MARAGLIANO 	 ANDREW M. SHERMAN
Fourteen






















































































































































































SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
LORALEE ANN BOCHNEWICH, in Diagnostic Genetic	 ERIN DENISE GAFFNEY, in Dietetics
Sciences	 ELIZABETH COLLINGE KINSLEY, in Dietetics
































































MICH° I F ALISON MCLEOD
	
CHRISTINE G. SCHMITT





































JULIA ELIZABETH ADAMS, in Marketing
KATHERINE ANN BLONSKI, in Management
DANIEL SETH LIPMAN, in Management Information
Systems
SHILPA K. MANAKTALA, in Accounting
PATRICK ANTHONY MASTAN, in Finance
DIANA J. MILLER, in Management
JEFFREY CHRISTOPHER MILLS, in Accounting
NICOLE I FF OBEIDZINSKI, in Accounting
WILLIAM HENRY PERUCKI, in Accounting
DAVID AARON PILDIS, in Management
GEORGE PHILLIP RZEPECKI, in Management
Information Systems
LISA MASKEL SCHWARTZ, in Accounting





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Graduates, December 14, 2003

















































NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
GEOFFREY C. BENNETT in History and Social Studies
Education
HOPE BOEVE, in English Education
EMMA BRIGG EATON, in Special Education
RYAN NORMAN JONES, in History and Social Studies
Education
JESSICA LYNN LEGERE, in Elementary Education
KELLY W MCCABE, in Mathematics Education
KELLY A McKAY, in Special Education
JULIA-JANE MCNuLTY, in Elementary Education
LAURA L. MOLNAR, in Mathematics Education
AMY LYNN MUNLEY, in English Education
VALERIE LYNN PARE, in Mathematics Education
ROSALIE E. RODRIGUEZ, in Elementary Education
SARAH L. SPARROW, in Athletic Training














































































































































































































BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
University Scholar
CHRISTOPHER DAVID GATTO
CHRISTOPHER DAVID GATTO, in Metallurgy and
Materials Engineering
CHRISTOPHER TIMOTHY O'BRIEN, in Civil
Engineering
Honors Scholars
RAYNALDO THEODORE SCARLETT, in Chemical
Engineering





















Graduate, December 14, 2003
SAM Ani SMAN
Twenty-Four












































































































































Graduates, December 14, 2003
LUKE FISCHER AuTRY
JEFFREY A. BARRETTE


























































SCHOOL OF FAMILY STUDIES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Honors Scholars
DANIEL BELONICK, in Human Development and
Family Studies
LAURA ELIZABETH LABATO, in Human Development
and Family Studies
JESSICA ELIZABETH SENECAL, in Human Development
and Family Studies
KELLY MARIE SHANNON, in Human Development and
Family Studies
EMILY ANN MARGARET SHEPARD, in Human Rights
and Family Policy
Degrees with Distinction
ANGELA M. AMOLA, in Human Development and
Family Studies
LINDSAY A. BARTLETT, in Human Development and
Family Studies
MICHELLE E. ECKERT, in Human Development and
Family Studies
ERIN LYNN. GLASSER, in Human Development and
Family Studies
STEPHANIE HANNAH RUBENZAHL, in Human

















































































































































































































































SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Honors Scholars
AUDRA C. AVERY, in Design and Technical Theatre
THOMAS WALKER CAMPBELL, in Design and Technical Theatre
BENJAMIN HARRIS FULLER, in Music
JULIE ROSE GALUSKA, in Music
TIMOTHY S. GRAMLING, in Music
JULIA ELIZABETH MANGIONE, in An History





































DANIEL W. Po mu
MATTHEW J PUGLIESE
SARA W SABATINO











































































































JONEL-LOUISE SUSAN LATORRE MICHAEL RUTLEDGE
Thirty




MARK CHRISTOPHER BEASLEY- 	 SARAH KATHERINE KASOK 	 EMILY VICTORIA MEANWELL
MURRAY	 APRIL SUE LEE	 ROSLYN SARAH SELSKY
GERI LYN IZBICKI
Honors Scholars
CAROLYN NATALIE ABBOTT, IN ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY
MAX PAUL ALTHOFF, in English
KASEY LYNN BAKER, in Physiology and Neurobiology
KEVIN MICHAEL BALLESTRINI, in Classics and Ancient
Mediterranean Studies
LISA ANNE BARUZZI, in English
MARK CHRISTOPHER BEASLEY-MURRAY, in Latin American
Studies /Cultural Studies
CHERYL MARIE BILINSKi, in English
VICTORIA MERCEDES BLACK, in English
REBECCA LEIGH BOMBERO, in Political Science
THEODOR BORGOVAN, in Physiology and Neurobiology
NOFI I F ELISE BORMAN, in English
KRISTIN LYNN BORREGGINE, in Biological Sciences
MARC ANTHONY BOVINO, in Art History
STEPHANIE L. BROWN, in Chemistry
MAXWELL H. CLARK, in Chemistry
BROOKE TAYLOR CLEARY, in English
JOHN BARTHOLOMEW DIMARIA, in Physics
CHELSEA R. DONNELLY, in Communication Sciences
JOSEPH RONALD DUNAJ, in Political Science
CASANDRA IRENE DUNN, in English
EVAN NIKOLAUS DWYER, in Philosophy
MERYLE JOCELYN EKLUND, in Biological Sciences
PETER ALEXANDER FAGAN, in Mathematics /Actuarial Sciences
AMY FOO, in English
HEATHER ARIANA FOROUHAR, in Physiology and Neurobiology
REENA V. GADHIA, in Psychology
CHANTELLE DOMINIQUE GARZONE, in Physiology and
Neurobiology
CHRISTOPHER SURVILLAS GAUTHIER, in Physics
PAUL MICHAEL GIGNAC, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
BRYANT RAYMOND GOULDING, in Economics
MICHELE ANN GUIDONE, in Biological Sciences
DANIELLE L. HEBERT, in Psychology
KIANDRA K HEBERT, in Psychology
JONATHAN E. HUMMEL, in Psychology
JAMES MARLOW HUNDLEY, in Philosophy of Science
GERI LYN IZBICKI, in Mathematics
ELIZABETH M. KLISH, in Psychology
LAUREN A. KOPAJTIC, in English
JENNY LAI, in Human Rights
JOSLIN ROSE LATZ, in Psychology
KATHERINE DALE LAUNER, in Biological Sciences
APRIL SUE LEE, in Molecular and Cell Biology
CHRISTINE LIVINGSTON, in Molecular and Cell Biology
DANA MARIE LOCH, in English
JONATHON MICHAEL LYNN, in Mathematics
KELLY LYNN MACHINCHICK, in Political Science
TARA LYNN MAnI, in Psychology
CHRISTOPHER F. MERCIER, in English
JORDAN F. MESSIER, in Anthropology
SARAH M. MORRIS, in English
CHRISTOPHER W. MORTH, in Englsih
MELISSA MARIA MUELLER, in Molecular and Cell Biology
JACLYN ANN NADEAU, in Anthropology
LEAH ARIEL NELSON, in Linguistics / Philosophy
DAEVA S. PASKAUSKY, in Geology and Geophysics
QUYNH T PHAM, in Economics
ANAND PRAKASH, in History
MELISSA ELISE PROKOP, in Mathematics
ERIN ELIZABETH RICE, in Political Science
ROSLYN SARAH SELSKY, in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
LEILA MICHELE SEVIGNY, in Molecular and Cell Biology
PHILIP JOHN SHAW, in Economics
ANNE L. SIEGLER, in English
SCOTT DAVID SILBERBERG, Political Science
EMILY ANNE SLOAN, in English
ANNA C. ST. JOHN, in Political Science
WENDY LEE STEWARD, in Physics
CHRISTINA ROSE STIGLIANI, in Middle East Area Studies
JILLIAN ELIZABETH TANNER, in English
KRISTIN AMANDA VASIL, in Communication Sciences
NATHANIEL JAMES WASHBURN, in Classics and Ancient
Mediterranean Studies
KATHERINE ELIZABETH WILKINSON, in International
Development
WILLIAM M. WININGER, in Political Science
MELISSA ANN WOELFEL, in Statistics
JONATHAN W. WOODS, in English
CONSTANTINE GEORGE ZAVRAS, in English
NICOLE ROSE ZUKOWSKI, in English
Thiny-One
SHANNON CALLANAN, in Community Health
ANDREW J. CONCATELLI, in Media Studies
JILLIAN MARIE COOK, in Communication Sciences
ELISE ANN CURTIN, in Psychology
Degrees with Distinction
CRISTINA MARIA FIGUEIREDO, in Psychology
KRISTIN MARIE KERR, in Psychology





























































































MIRANDA LIESEL BFI T FS































ROBERT MARTIN BONCODDO II
CARYN ASHLEY BORDONARO

























































































































































































































































































NELLY MAY RHEA S. GADOR
MARGARET ANNE GAFFEY
































































































































ARTHUR L. IMBIUANO III






































































































































































































































































































































































































PAUL MARC PHANEUF III















































































JEANNE 11 E RODRIGUEZ
SOIDE YAVEH RODRIGUEZ
RYAN B. RONAN



































































































































ANNA C. ST. JOHN

































































































































































































MARK J. CAMARATA, JR.
CRAIG R. CAMPBELL




































































































































































































































DALE MARTIN WALTER II
LINDSAY BOWMAN WARREN


























































































































































































































































LINDSAY BRIGGS BOLT, in Nursing





































































































































































































COLLEGE OF CONTINUING STUDIES
























































































FERNANDO B. GUIMARAEs II




























MICHAEL JAMES LEONE, JR.
KENITH L. LESLIE

















































































































































































TRACI HFi FN ABRAHAM, in Anthropology
KIMBERLY ANN ALZAK, in Education
JEREME JAMES ANGLIN, in Dramatic Arts
JONATHAN ANTHONY ARIANO, in Survey Research
YULIYA BABUSHKINA, in Survey Research
THEODORE ROBERT BACH, in Philosophy
TRISHA C. BAGLEY, in Education
JAMIE BARR, in Education
CHRISTOPHER ADAM BALDA, in Education
KATHARINE ANN BALL, in Human Development and Family
Studies
TEEMARIE BALLINGHAM, in Human Development and Family
Studies
HEATHER BARBOUR, in Education
KATHARINE LORRAINE BARROW, in Education
KRISTEN JEANNE BASTIS, in Anthropology
JENNIFER M. BAUER, in Education
CASSIE MAE BECCE, in Education
BETH PUTNAM BECHTEL, in Communication Science: Speech
Language, and Hearing
DIANE MARIE BEEDY, in Education
TIMOTHY MICHAEL BENNETT-SMYTH, in History
VANESSA ANN BENZINGER, in Survey Research
SHAUN RICHARD BERARD, in Education
HANAEL Plus BIANcHI, in History
KRISTEN MARIE BINNIX, in Education
ELIZABETH BLYE, in Education
ANDRE CHRISTOPHER BOLDEN, in Dramatic Arts
RUSSELL STEVEN BOMBARD, in Education
GARRETT MCCULLOUG BOULDIN, in English
JORGE Luis BRICENO, in Education
CALVIN NIELS BRODERSEN, in Mutation
ROBERT B. BROWN, in Education
LAURA KATHRYN BURMEISTER, in Anthropology
ALiSHA HOLLY BURRINGTON, in Survey Research
TODD BUSLEWICZ, in Education
MELISSA EL BUTTERFIELD, in Education
NICOLE MARIA CALVANICO, in English
ERIN ALICIA CAMPBELL in Human Development and Family
Studia
CHRISTOPHER S. CANTELMI, in Dramatic Arts
EMILY ANN CARDINALI, in English
ERIN MARIE CARIGNAN, in Education
DANIFiIF MARIE CARRIER, in Education
KELLY E. CARVAJAL, in Education
CARRIE SCOTT CASARES, in Education
DYAN ESTELLE CENTENO, in International Studies: Latin
American Studies
LAURA JANFI I F CHANEY, in Human Development and Family
Studies
GUY FORREST CHRISTIANO, in Education
JANELLE MARY CHRISTOPHER, in Education
INKIE CHUNG, in Linguistics
TIFFANY MARIE CLARK, in Education
KEVIN CHARLES CLEMENTE, in Mutation
ERIN LEIGH CLEN, in Education
EMILY ANN CLIFFORD, in Education
ALUNA LEAH COLEGROVE, in Education
RICHARD M. COLGAN, in International Studies
ANNAMARI CONLEY, in Human Development and Family Studies
CAMELIA CONNER, in Education
JENNIFER ELIZABETH CooLEY, in Education
MEusSA SUE CORSo, in Human Development and Famib Studies
HEATHER KATHLEEN COWAN, in Anthropology
PATRICIA KAT COWPERTHWAIT, in English
ROBERT EDWARD CRANE, in English
KATIE JOY CREEDEN, in Education
FRANK JORDAN CURTIN, in Education
KRYS IAN DABROWSKI, in Education
LINDSAY E. DAIGLE, in Communication Science: Communication
MARION A. DANIELS, in Education
SCOTT RoBERT DAVIE, in Education
FI I EN
 MARIE DAVIS, in Education
ANDREA MARIE DEGRAFF, in Education
NICOLE LEVINA-MARIA DEMOS, in Education
SHARLENE DAWN DESTEPH, in Education
JAMES ALEXANDER DEVER, in History
KATHERINE ELIZABETH DEVLIN, in Education
ERICA M. DIAMOND, in Human Development and Family Studies
JULIE LAUREN DICICCO, in Education
GILLIAN LEE DIRECTOR, in English
PATRICK GREGORY DIXON, in Education
SARAH ANN DLUGOLENSKI, in Education
DANIEL JAMES DOERR, in Education
MEGAN JOSEPHINE DOOLEY, in Education
EMILY SUE DORSON, in Education
MEGAN PAGE DOUGHERTY, in Education
ADRIENNE MAY DOWD, in English
CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL DOWD, in English
ANDREA DORELLE DUKE, in Education
DESIREEMAE MONG-THUONG DUONG, in Education
JANEl IE Rum DZLATKO, in Education
KRISTINA MARIE DZWONCZYK, in English
CATHERINE HOLLY EADIE , in Education
MAX ECHEVARRIA, in Education
KAREN SCHWEITZER ECKBLOM, in Education
JODY LYNN Ela, in Edu ration
MICHAEL JOHN EMMONS, in History
LINDSAY Jo ESPOSITO, in Education
SIDNEY KEITH EUBANKS, in English
MEGAN ANN FAIRTY, in Education
JIA FAN, in Economics
MARCIA SOFIA FERREIRA, in Education
TAMARA JO FISHER, in Education
FRANCESCA FORD, in Education
TARA M. FRANKLIN, in Dramatic AKs
JENNIFER L. FRECHETTE, in Education
KIRSTEN ERIN HOFFMAN FULLERTON, in Survey Research
MELISSA ANN GALENSKI, in Education
MANDY LYNN GALLAWAY, in Education
ANDREA LYNN GAMBLE, in Human Development and Fami y
Studies
SEAN WILLIAM GARDINER, in Communication Science:
Communication
KRISTIN ANNE GELDERMAN, in Education
CHRISTIAN ANN GESLIEN, in Education
ELIZABETH MARY GIRARD, in Education
PATRICK FRANK GLASER, in Survey Research
SARAH FAY GOLDIE, in Education
JESSICA AMY GOLDSTEIN, in Education
Forty-Seven
YARITZA GONzALEZ, in Education
DANIEL ANDREW GROSSMAN, in Geography
AMY DELYNN GROVER, in Anthropology
DANIEL ALEXANDER GUNDERSEN, in Survey Research
KWASI B. GYAMBIBI, in Education
JOANNE L. HADDAD, in Education
MEGHAN MARIE HAMILTON, in Education
BETH MARIE HANSEN, in Education
ERIN ELIZABETH HEIDKAMP, in Medieval Studies
JENNIFER HERNANDEZ, in Flotation
RICHARD EMERSON HoDGE, in English
AUTUMN LEIGH HoEY, in Flotation
LESLIE ANN HORNER, in History
GEORGE ALBERT HOUSEHOLDER, in Education
DAVID GLEN HUMPHREYS, in Geography
KATHERINE MARI HURLEY, in English
SARA ANASTASIA HUTCHINSON, in Flvtation
SARAH MARIE HVIZD, in Education
In N. IORIO, in Education
JUSTIN PETER ISAAC, in History
Au HUSSAIN JAMHOUR, in Economics
MATTHEW R. JARRET, in Education
DEANNA FAYE JENKINS, in Education
BRYNNA LOREN JOHNSON, in Education
CARL RUSsELL JOHNSON, in Flotation
CLAUDETTE SYLVIA JONES, in Education
ZATO KADAMBAYA, in Education
SVETLANA KALNOVA, in Communication Science: Communication
SARA GAIL KAPLOWITZ, in Flotation
BETHANY B. KELLY, in Human Development and Family Studies
JUDITH ANN KENNEDY, in Education
TIMOTHY M. KESSLER, in Education
TRACY ELIZABETH KETTUNEN, in Flotation
BETHANY JOY KING, in Flotation
KANDACE ELAINE KLUS, in Flotation
ALICIA M KOMAR, in Education
LINDSAY A. KOSISKO, in Education
KRISTIN MARIE KOSTICK, in Anthropology
I ESSIE M. KOZIARA, in Education
MEGHAN ANNE KRODEL, in Human Development and Famifr
Studies
CHRISTINA N. KUPEC, in Education
KATE MICHELE LAIR, in Sociology
KEITH JEFFREY LAMBERT, in Flotation
JEAN NICOLE LANEY, in Education
KIRSTYN LEE LAZUR, in English
BO RAM LEE, in Philosophy
TAMI MICHELLE LEE, in Education
MICHAEL STEVENS I FFSE, in Education
RACHEL ANGELA LEVINE, in Education
ALISON HEATHER I,EVITCH, in Human Development and Family
Studies
SHU LI, in Communication Science: Communication
SARAH RUTH LIGON, in English
SARAH ANN LISITANO, in Philosophy
AMANDA ANN LISTER, in Education
DAMARIS LLONTOP, in Education
SUSAN A. LOCKE, in Education
CARRIE ANNE LOONEY, in Education
KRISTY LOPEZ, in Human Development and Family Studies
SALLY VIRGINIA LOTT, in Human Development a nd Fami y Studies
SUSAN MARIE LYDON, in English
ALEXIS LYRAS, in Education
JOHN PATRICK LYSAGHT, in Dramatic Arts
SARAH GORDON MACK, in Human Development and Family
Studies
ANTOINETTE NOXOLO MARU, in Education
SICELO LEONARD MAKAPELA, in Sociology
JENNIFER L MALONSON, in English
HELENE M. MARCY, in Survey Research
STUART WHITMILL MARSH, in Flotation
DAVID MICHAEL MASCIARELLi, in Education
GINA MARIE MASSO, in Education
JEANNE THERESE MATTY, in Human Development and Family
Studies
EVEANN MAZuR, in English
JESSICA PATTON MCCALLuM, in Human Development and Family
Studies
GLENN JOHN MCCASKEY, in History
CAREY J. MCCLURE, in Education
LAUREL ANN MCCoNVILLE, in Education
JASON ANDREW MCGARRY, in Education
LALENA LEE MCMILInN, in Education
TARYN LEE MECCARiELLO, in Communication Science: Speech,
Language and Hearing
DAVID MENDELSOHN, in Survey Research
DAISY MERCED, in Education
CHRISTINE MELISSA MERRITT, in Education
BRENDA ANN MIHAL AK, in Fdocation
SALLY Lon MILLER, in Human Development and Family Studies
SUSANA P. MINGOTE, in Psychology: Behavioral Neuroscience
RALUCA MOCANU, in Anthropology
ELIZABETH CHRISTINE MONIZ, in Education
VANESSA KATHRYN MoNTORSI, in Education
NICOLE ADRIENNE MOODIE, in Human Development and Family
Studies
JESSICA ANN MORIN, in Education
JOSEPH CARPENTER MUSUMECI, in Education
GORGUI NDIAYE, in International Studies: African Studies
MANSOUR NDIAYE, in Flotation
ANDREW MICHAEL NEIMAN, in Dramatic Ara
CHALISE M. NETTLETON, in Flotation
TIMOTHY JOHN NEVILLE, in Flotation
GRETCHEN ANNALISE NEVINS, in English
PAUL MICHAEL NICHOLS, in International Studies: Latin
American Studies
HAYDEN CHRISTINA OBUHANICK, in Education
JACLYN DEROSs O'CONNELL, in Flotation
ALYSSON K. OLSEN, in Education
CHANDRA Y. OSBORN, in Psychology: Social
RAFAEL JESUS OSUNA-MONTANES, in Spanish
WUNDA A. PANGU, in Economics
BHAVIN PAREKH, in Education
SEAN DENNIS PASSAN, in Education
VINCENT PASTOR, in Political Science
BRIJESH NAYAN PATEL, in Education
BRIAN DOYLE PATRICK, in Spanish
JESSE RAYMOND PATTERSON, in Philosophy
STEPHANIE MICHELL PAULING, in Human Development a nd
Family Studies
SusAN LYNN PAYNE, in Education
JACQUELINE M. PELTIER, in Survey Research
JOSE DE JESUS PEREZ, in International Studies: Latin American
Studies
TRACY LYNN PERUN, in Education
ROSA PETSITIS, in Education
DANIEL CARLSON PICHETTE, in Mutation
JENNIFER M. PLASKY, in Education
MAXIM POLoNSKY, in Communication Science: Communication
GINA ROSE POTVIN, in Education
Forty-Eight
ir
CLAYTON DAVID PRICE, in Political Science
SARAH ALICE QUINTARD, in Education
NgHI RAJAN, in Education
LOREN MICHELE RANIOLO, in Education
LULJETA RASHITI, in Human Development and Family Studia
JULIE ELIZABETH REYNA, in Education
LAURA ELISE RIBAUDO, in Education
JENNIFER ALISON RICHARD, in Medieval Studies
AMBER HURSTON RILEY, in Education
BRYAN MICHAEL ROBERTS, in Communication Science:
Communication
LESLIE RAE ROBERTS, in Education
NICOLE E. ROBINSON, in Psychology: Developmental
GWENDOLEN VICTORIA ROSE in Education
EliSSA C. Ross, in Education
KIMBERLY JEAN RYAN, in Education
SHANNON GAEL RYDER, in Education
ANAGHA JAYANT SABNIS, in Education
LINDSEY A. SANFORD in Human Development and Family Studia
KEVIN PATRICK SANSONE, in Survey Research
SOFIA SARANTAKOU, in Communication Science: Communication
MARK EDWARD SATTLER, in History
LAURA E. SAVAGE-LEONARD, in Flucation
AMY ELIZABETH SCHLAG, in English
OUREYE SECK, in International Studies: African Studia
TED PHILIP SELKEN, in History
ALEXANDRE G. SENE, in Survey Research
MOH RANI SHARMA, in Economics
BETH ERIN SHAW, in Education
TOMOKO SHIMANO, in Education
JUNHO SHIN, in Economics
VICTORIA A. SHORTHOUSE, in Education
MARlYN JAMES SMITH, in Geography
LAWRENCE LEON SMITH III, in English
JASON LEE SNYDER, in Communication Science: Communication
MONICA CARIA SOARES, in Communication Science: Speech,
Language and Hearing
BROOKE ELIZABETH SODERSTROM, in Human Development and
Family Studies
KEIRA ZOBEIDA 501E11, in Education
STACY LYNN SOLOMON, in Education
HANNAH SUK SONG, in Education
MARISA A. SOTOLONGO, in Human Development and Family
Studies
Mn ISSA ANNE STANLEY, in Education
NORMA C. STERETT, in Education
ABIGAIL E STOLl, in Education
HOLLY ELIZABETH SULLIVAN, in Education
JAMEs R SUMNER, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies
THOMAS WILLIAM SWALE, in Education
IAN DOUGLAS SWEETMAN, in Dramatic Arts
COURTNEY L. SWINDON, in Education
KIMBERLY ALISON TArr, in Education
JOCELYN C. TAMBORELLO, in Education
SUZANN JENNIFER TANSKI, in Human Development and Family
Studies
DANIELLE  MICHELLE TATANGELO, in Education
JALPA CHIRAG THAKER, in Education
MARIE' I F THIBODEAU, in Education
MARGARET ANNE THOMAS, in Human Development and Family
Studies
JENNIFER BROOKE TODISCO, in Education
ALFREDO LUIS ToRRES, in Education
CARMEN R TORRES, in Education
KISHA GAYLE TRACY, in Medieval Studies
JULIE ANNE TREADOW, in Education
KARL JAMEs TRYBUS, in International Studies: Western European
KAREN JANE TUTHILL, in Education
BROOKE LINDSAY UNGER, in Education
CHAKA A. KAZEMBE UZONDU, in Political Science
IRIS VALLECILLO, in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies
BARBARA VAN FEGGELEN, in French
SONLAL. VARGAS, in Human Development and Famifr Studies
KUNWAR UMESH VIc, in Education
MICHAEL ANDREW VIOLETTE, in Flotation
THOMAS W VOLSCHO, in Sociology
KYLE HERBERT WALlACK, in Education
ERIN E. WALSH, in Education
LARA LOUISE WATKINS, in Anthropology
JESSICA MARY WAWZYNIECKI, in Education
SARAH MB WELCH, in Education
JENNIFER MICHFi I F WENTWORTH, in Education
KRISTINA LEE WESTERFIELD, in Education
PRISCILLA JANE WHITE, in Education
SARAH ELIZABETH WHITE, in Human Development and Family
Studies
JAMES J WIESE, in Education
BRENDAN MICHAEL WILKosz, in Education
HEATHER RAE WOHLGEMUTH, in Education
ERIN ELIZABETH WORGUL, in Human Development and Family
Studies
DONGLEI ZHAo, in Communication Science: Communication
DONGPING ZHENG, in FeI'ration
CATHERINE ANN ALDERMAN, in Education
JOSHUA C. ANDERSON, in Education
PETER JOSEPH ANUSZEWICZ, in Education
AHMET CUNEYT ARMAGAN, in Economics
JENNIFER MARIE BAUER, in Education
CHRISTINE BERGER, in German
RICHARD BROWN, in Philosophy
IAIN AVERY BRYSON, in Political Science
KRISTOPHOR GENE CANALI, in Psychology:
Industrial/Organizational
KENNETH PAUL CORMIER, in English
DANIEL JAMES COURY, in Education
STEVEN Q. CRUESS, in Education
CAROLINE LEIGH DAVIS, in Education
Graduates, August 31, 2003
JENNIFER IRENE DENONCOURT, in Education
BREEN LYN EDDINGER, in Flotation
KATHI FFN WECKESSER ENGLISH, in Education
IRINA ESTERLIS, in Psychology: Clinical
ZACHARY MICHAEL FRENCH, in Music: Historical Musicology
LYNN CATHERINE GATEHOUSE, in Education
AMY DANIFI I F GLAZER, in Education
CAROL ANN GRAHAM, in Education
MICHAEL ALLYN GREENWOOD, in History
JOHN-PAUL C. HAYWORTH, in International Studies: European
Studies
MAGNOLIA EVA HERNANDEZ, in Political Science
LINDSAY ANN HUNTER, in History
XIAOLU JIANG, in Psychology: Developmental
Forty-Nine
NATHANIEL TURNER JOHNSON, in English
JOSEPH E. JONES, in Education
PATRICK JAMES KINNE, in History
KAREN NGoC LE, in Communication Science: Speech, Language,
and Hearing
PETER LEEDS, in Education
JOHN PETER LORENZINI, in Education
MATTHIAS MARBURG, in Judaic Studies
ADELINE N. MARZIALO, in English
JANEEN MUNARI MURROW, in Education
NOCAWA CATHERINE Na in Education
MARY ANDREA OBEE, in Education
SHERRY LYNN OBEY, in History
DOUGLAS GRANT OsBoRNE, in Philosophy
WENDY MARIE PFRENGER, in English
DANIELLE
 Popp, in Psychology: Social
CHRISTOPHER JAMES POTTER, in Education
SAGE EDWARD RADACHOWSKY, in Sociology
TIMOTHY THOMAS RENYI, in Education
LAUREN BETH RISSMEYER, in Education
HELEN RENEE SABOLEK, in Psychology: Neurosciences
JENIFER L. SCHWALBENDORF, in Education
ALAKH NIRANJAN SINGH, in Economics
SHELLEY MARGARET SMITH, in Anthropology
AIAKH NIRANJAN SINGH, in Economics
CHRISTOPHER S. STASAITIS, in Education
CARL STOELZEL , in Psychology: Behavioral Neuroscience
BARBARA A. WASHBURN, in Education
COLLEEN  HEATHER WEBB, in Education
CHONG WENG, in Psychology: Behavioral Neuroscience
MELISSA ANN WIElANDT; in Education
DAWN BROWN WILCOX, in Education
MEGAN ANN WISE, in Education
AMMANCIS CORINNE WRIGHT, in Psychology: Language
HAIBEI ZHANG, in Education
YUANYUAN ZHANG, in Communication Science: Communication
WENYING ZHOU, in Education
Graduates, December 31, 2003
KATHRYN MARY ALWARD, in Human Development and Family
Studies
DEAN LOUIS ARESco, in Education
FELICE ITALO BENEDUCE, in Italian
ROBYN WHITNEY BENNETT, in French
AMY-MARIE BETTENCOURT, in Education
DANIEL L. BLAIR, in Philosophy
JENNIFER ANN BUNK, in Psychology: Induu.ial/Organizational
GABRIELA CALDERO, in Education
VICTORIA JANE CLARK, in Education
JACKLYN JUDITH CLAXToN, in International Studies: African
Studies
ERIK ANTHONY CUCINELLI, in Education
PAMELA ERIN DIXON, in Psychology: Clinical
OLIVIA CLAIRE DORFMANN, in Education
KEVIN CARTY FLEMING, in Geography
KELLY JEAN GERMAINE, in Education
BRUCE RAYMOND GILLOOLY, in International Studies: Latin
American Studies
SUSAN S. GRIGGS, in Education
ELAINE BICUDO GROLLA, in Linguistics
KELLI JENNIFER HAMMOND, in Education
WILLIAM EDWARD HARE II, in Anthropology
BRIAN MATTHEW HARHAY, in Education
CHRISTIAN P. HEIDKAMP, in Geography
TIMOTHY MARK HUMPHRIES, in French
LISA MARIE JASZCZ, in Education
GREGORY MICHAEL KANE, in Education
BoSOOK KANG, in Linguistics
JAMES EDWARD KRAVONTKA, in Communication Science:
Communication
TIMOTHY WILLIAM LAFFIN, in Political Science
ERIC MICAHEL LEAF, in Education
XIAOZHONG LIANG, in Economics
CAMERON LEE MCNEIL, in Anthropology
DANIEL SCOTT MERCIER, in Education
CLAUDIA JANET MILLETTE, in Education
KATHI FFN M. MOZAK-PEZZA, in Education
PAUL AARON FLORENT NGOMO, in Political Science
CHINEKWU A. OBIDOA, in Geography
TOHIKO ODA, in linguistics
ANDREW M. OFRENGER, in Medieval Studies
FULVIO SANTO ORSITTO, in Italian
BUM-SIK PARK, in Linguistics
JENNIFER KRISTEN PAUL, in German
SUZANNE M. POULTON, in Education
AMY-MARIE CATHERINE PUMERANTZ, in Education
VICTORIA LYNN RAMSDELL, in Education
EHREN DRAPER REED, in Education
CHING-CHING RUAN, in Human Development and Family Studies
LEAH MICHELLE SAIDY, in Education
STEPHEN PAUL SCOBIE, in Geography
DEBRA LYNN SLATTERY, in Education
TATYANA MIKHAILOVNA SMALL, in German
KATALIN SUHAI, in German
CATHLEEN ANNE SWODY, in Psychology:
Industrial/Organizational
LAIN W THOMPSON, in Anthropology
LAWRENCE TURMEL, in Philosophy
KATHLEA VAUGHN, in Psychology: IndustriialOrganizational
MATTHEW STEPHEN VOLPE, in Economics
MANUELA ANITA WAGNER, in German
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
TOM ANDERSON (International Business)
GEORGIA ANGELOPOULOS (Health Carr Management)
MICHAEL APPELL (Finance)
WILLIAM ATLAS BAKER IV (Finance)
VANDANA BANSAL (Information Technology)
CHRISTOPHER WILLIAM BODNAR (Finance)
REVISSON R. BONFIM (Finance)
DARREN ALAN BOSIK (Marketing)
KEVIN R. BRANDMAN (Finance)
AMY BROOKOVER (Finance)
MARIE L. BROWNE-LILEIKA (Marketing)
REBECCA BRYANT
Fifty
JUSTIN CARBONNEAU (Management Consulting)
ASAF CARMEU (Management Consulting)
JEFFREY S. CARTER (Management)
RAYMOND J. CAVUOTO (Finance)
EIUC CERNAK (Finance)
CRANE W CESARIO (Management)
JUI-CHI CHENG (Information Technology)
EUGENE LEE CHIN (Finance)








RICHARD DzIADuL (Information Technology)
CHANDLER ECHOLS (Management)
KATHY FFN EDDEH (Management)




CHRISTINE FOUNTAIN (Management of Technology)
ROBIN M. FousT
ERIC WAYNE FULLER (Marketing)
WILLLiAM GAGHAN
LAXMAN GANAPATI (Interactive Marketing)
MAITRAYEE GANGULY (Finance)
BETHANY SALLY GILLEN (Management)
STEVEN ROBERT GOGGETIINO (Marketing)
PETrA DIMOVA GUEORGUIEVA (Finance)
Luis FERNANDO GuTIERREZ (Marketing)
MARISSA ERIN HANNIGAN (Information Technology)
DAVID WILLIAM HASENBALG (Marketing)




EIuN HEPPNER-ELGIN (Interactive Marketing)
THOMAs CHARLES HERMES (Finance)
NATALIE ANN HURT (Finance)
DAVID S. HYATT (Marketing)
MADHAVA VARMA INDUKURI
MEREDYTH ISAAC (Finance)
THOMAS M. JADLOS (Finance)
STANISLAW JANKOWSKI
MAUREEN P. JENSON (Interactive Marketing)
YONGPING JIAO (Interactive Marketing)
MARi DANIEL JURASCHKA (Management)
IN HWA KANG (Information Technology)
MICHAEL W KETTH (Health Care Management)









SE HOON LEE (Finance)
TANZijUO LIu (Finance)
JENNIFER NEALE LLOYD (Management of Technology)
BRANDON LOVERIDGE (Finance)
ROBERT W MACDONALD (Management of Technology)
ANTHONY MARK MAGNOLI (Finance)
KIMBERLY TORRES MARKEY (Marketing)
DON MASTERS
MATTHEW MCDoNALD (Finance)
JOHN SCOTT MCFADDEN (Management of Technology)
BRYAN KELLY McQuoID (Finance)
MARIA MEJEVITCH (Finance)
SAIPRIYA VENUGOPAL MENON (Finance)
ANNA MERIBANOVA (Marketing)
CHRISTOPHER D. MICH I (Marketing)




MICHELLE JovAN MORALES (International Business)
KRISTIN MORICO
PETER JOHN MOSCHETTO (Finance)
GEOFFREY S. MUNGER (Finance)
RICHARD A. NADEAU (Finance)
DENNIS NASH (Finance)
MEGAN NOLAN
STACY THORNLEY NORTON (Management of Technology)
IGOR OFENGEYM
GANESH PADMANABHAN (Finance)
ROSINA PANNONE (Interactive Marketing)
SARAH WILMARTH PARENTI (Management)
SHARMILEE M. PATEL (Information Technology)
JIA PENG (Finance)
CRAIG ALLYN PHILLIPS (Finance)
LUIsA INES PINTO (Interactive Marketing)
RANDY JEAN PRESCOTT (Marketing)
Ono PROHASKA
PHILIP BRADFORD PURCELL  (Finance)
KEVIN C. QUIROS (Finance)
ANJANA RADHAKRISHNAN (Finance)
THAKSHAN LOHTT RANASINGHE (General)
MICHAEL RANKINS
LISA L. RENNA (Marketing)
BEN HUBERT REYES (Management)
CHERYL NICoLE ROBERTSON (Information Technology)
MELISSA Roar
DAVID JAMES ROTATOR! (Accounting)
PETER FRANCIS RovELLO (Finance)
GRANT RUBIN (Finance)
JOSEPH M. RUTIGLIANO
EIUN LYNN SCHENCK (Finance)
DONALD WILSON SCHUMACHER (Finance)
MISBAH K. SEYAL (Finance)
ROBERT MICHAEL SHERIDAN (Finance)
DAN ADRIAN SIMION (Finance)
BRIAN PETER SMITH (Management of Technology)
RICHARD J. SOARES (Finance)
SuSAN M. STEELE (Interactive Marketing)
KIRK C. STIRLAND (Finance)
GERALD ALIEN STONE (Marketing)
DAVID A. STRONG





HEATHER MARIE WASILEWSK UTTER (Finance)
JULIO WAGNER (Interactive Marketing)
ROBERT H. WALCH (Finance)
Fifty-One
MICHAEL HENRY WALsH (International Business)
YANING WANG (Finance)
WIEBKE WANNER-BORCHARDT (Finance)
ARTUR WAWRZONKIEWICZ (International Business)
DAVID WELLS
DONALD HALL WHALEN (Marketing)
BRADLEY WILLIAM WHEFI FR (Finance)
DANIEL JAMES WHITAKER (International Business)
JASON P. WILLIAMs (Finance)
JESSICA L. WOODWARD (Finance)
Yi Wu (Finance)
PETER ZAllARO
JEFFREY M. ZGORSKI (Management of Technology)
Xu ZHANG (Finance)
LAWRENCE ALLEN ZIMBALIST (Finance)
ERIN A. ZIMMER
Graduates, August 31, 2003
SIMONA FELIcIA ANELLD (Management of Technology)
JEROME BAUDIER SAVIGNAC (Finance)
BRYAN W. CASHDOLLAR
MEGAN CASHDOLLAR
ANALIA ISABEL CASTELO (Accounting)
JOHN CROWLEY (Finance)
KATHERINE N. CRUMB (Finance)
CHAD PATRICK DALLES (Accounting)
CARY JEANINE GEMP (Finance)
CHERYL KNAPP GRANOFF (Marketing)
TODD M. GREGA
THOMAS A. GuARNIERI (Accounting)
LINDA HERZOG (Marketing)
VICTORIA G. KINGHORN (Finance)
ROBERT DONALD LOAN (Marketing)
THOMAS C. MCLAUGHLIN (Finance)
CHRISTOPHER S. MCMAHON (Finance)
PATRICIA MARIE MONTEGARI (Marketing)
ANTHONY D. ONOFRIO (Finance)
LILIBETH PAGAN (Finance)
GREGORY W PEREIRA (Marketing)
MICHAEL J. ROBERGE
JEFFREY LANE ROHR (Finance)
MICHAEL ANTHONY TADDEI (Finance)
JOHN MICHAEL WEISS (Marketing)
EDWARD PATRICK WHALEN (Marketing)
Graduates, December 31, 2003
AMY GALLO BITEL (Finance)
CAMERON B. CAMPBELL (General)
NEIL M. W. CHARRÁN (Finance)
SEOK CHO (Finance)
JACKLYN JUDITH CLAXTON (General)
CHRISTINE DEKLERK (General)
ZHIQUN DING (Accounting)
KIMBERLY H. DOWNS (General)
CAROL ELIZABETH Dues (Accounting)
MICHAEL. ELLwOOD (Health Care Management)
JOSEPH T. Esposrro (Finance)
MAuREEN WINIFRED FARMER (Management of Technology)
STEVEN FRATARCANGELI (Finance)
DIANA L. GOODE (Marketing)
RICHARD A. GRUSTAS (Finance)
KARL AARON HERMONAT (Finance)
DANIEL RAY HILBERT (Marketing)
DAWN MARIE JARVIS (Management)
CHRISTOPHER S. KENNY (Finance)
SHARON KHANJUA-DHALL (General)
MONA C. KISHNANI (Management)
INNA KOGAN (Accounting)
CATHERINE MARIE KROGH (General)
JENNY LAIFUNG LAM (General)
JOSE MARCELINO LAMELA (Finance)
JAMES FRANCIS LEDDY (Management)
LYNNETT ELIZABETH LEHMAN (General)
GIAN-PAOLA LEPORI (Finance)
CLEMENT J LEPOUTRE (General)
DANIEL ROBERT LIFSHEY (Marketing)




EKATERINA H. MACKAY (Finance)
CHAWKI MADAOUI (Finance)
CARLA D. MAJUNTKE (Marketing)
JEFFREY ANTHoNY MANZI (Marketing)
PATRICK MCCANN (Marketing)
ERINN THOMAS MCGARRitY (Finance)
NEETA MEHROTRA (Finance)
Caso MELLO (International Business)
JASON M. MIRWALD (General)
AARON M. MOSKOWITZ (Finance)
NANCY NADOLSKI (Marketing)
LISA D. NIELSEN (Finance)
VIVEK NIGAM (Marketing)
ERIC L. OPDYKE (General)
TERRY RYAN PECKHAM (Finance)
JIA  PENG (Finance)
ERIC BRUCE PERSON (Marketing)
KENNETH POPELESKI (Finance)
THOMAS DANIEL REVALL (Marketing)
Eu NICKERSON Ross (Management of Technology)
NANCY PELLETIER RuMPH (Finance)
DOMINICK DAVID SANTORO (Finance)
SERIF Au SEREFU (International Business)
SHRI SESHAN (General)
JoHN JOSEPH SLAIs (Finance)
MICHAEL W. SORACCHI (General)
JAY ROBERT ST. JEAN (Management)
CHARLES STELZ (General)
HEATHER LYN STUART (Finance)
STEVEN JOHN THIBAULT (International Business)
BRIAN S. TOMKO (Finance)
ANDREW PATRICK TOWNLEY (Marketing)
MARSHAL PAUL TRIGG (Finance)
ROBERTO A. UCERO (General)






MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE










Graduate, August 31, 2003
MARK EDWARD TUTTLE (Mechanical Engineering)
Graduate, December 31, 2003
WILLIAM GERARD SHERIDAN (Mechanical Engineering)
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
JEREME JAMES ANGLIN, in Dramatic Ara
LINDSEY BRIGGS, in Dramatic Arts
LAUREL JAY CARPENTER, in An
ERIK DANYEL DIAZ, in Dramatic Any
LARRY JAMES HUNT, in Dramatic Ans
JOSEPH BERNARD JUNG, in Dramatic Ara
CHARLES JACOBS LIVINGSTON, in An
TABITHA ANN MCKOWN, in Dramatic Arts
JILL ELIZABETH MICHAEL, in Dramatic Ara
JESSE SMITH, in Dramatic Arts
MARK DAVID SPAIN, in Dramatic Arts
MARA S. TRACHTENBERG, in Art
MARK A. WILLIAMS, in An
Graduates, December 31, 2003
OLivERA GAJIC, in Dramatic Arts: Design
PATRICIA PEI LEE, in Dramatic Ant Design
Fifty-Three
MASTER OF MUSIC
KATRINA ELIZABETH ARMANDO (Music Education)
MARCIA LEHNINGER (Performance)
MARK ROBERT OBOLEWICZ (Performance)
ELENA KOCEVA PARALINGOVA (Performance)
JusTIN D. SMALLEY (Music Education)
NORMAN ALAN WIKA (Musk Education)




Graduates, August 31, 2003
RACHAEL MARY ALLEN (Music Education)
EDUARD ANTHONY GIBBS (Musk Education)







LAURIE MICHFI IF DECHELLO
Graduates, December 31, 2003
AARON J. CHROSTOWSKY
PETER JAMES DINUNZIO



























HAFIEZH ABDULHAMID, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
CHRISTINA CHRIS ALEVRAS, in Physiology and Neurobiology
MARISA ALONSO, in Physical Therapy
GANESH ANANDAKUMAR, in Civil Engineering
BREN ARMSTRONG-DAUPHINAIS, in Nursing
NAA ARDUAH AsoMANING, in Mathematics
MAURICIO BARBERO, in Biomedical Engineering
SANDRINE ANNE-MICHELE BALIN, In Environmental Engineering
ALISON LYNN BELANGER, in Accounting
ANDREAS GABRIL BERNAUER, in Genetics
KEITH HENRY BESSETtE, in Computer Science and Engineering
GAUTAM REDDY BHIMIDI, in Nutritional Science
KENNETh GEORGE BOSLEY, in Biotechnology
BRIAN S. BRANCIFORTE, in Ecology
JESSICA M. BRITIGAN, in Physical Therapy
KWEsI AKYIN BROWN, in Civil Engineering
EMMA BRUCE, in Chemical Engineering
DANIEL C. BURFOOT, in Physics
JOSEPHINE LOUISE BUTEAU, in Physical Therapy
MEREDITH LEIGH CADIZ, in Physical Therapy
ERIC JUSTIN CARITA, in Genetics
ALISON JEAN CARLSON, in Nursing
ANNA CHABAEVA, in Natural Resources: Lana Water and Air
KELLY ANN CHAMEROY, in Animal Science
VIRGINIA ROSE CHARRIER, in Nursing
PING CHEN, in Mathematics
BETSY CHERNN, in Computer Science and Engineering
JONATHAN CLAUSEN, in Mathematics
REBECCA MAY CONGDON, in Physical Therapy
AMY LYNN DAGATA, in Nursing
HARDIK S. DAVE, in Computer Science and Engineering
LucY DE SANTIS, in Physical Therapy
KELLY MARIE DEFOREST, in Nursing
ZACARIAS MAMBO DELEMOS, in Biomedical Engineering
RAJANIGANDHA DHOKARH, in Nutritional Science
OZGUR ERDINC, in Electrical Engineering
ADAM M. ERTEL, in Biomedical Engineering
CORINNE MICHFI I F FAIRWEATHER, in Physical Therapy
RYAN SOL FELBER, in Biomedical Engineering
RAQUEL ARIAS FIGUEROA, in Environmental Engineering
GERMAN FINEZ-MARTINEZ, in Computer Science and Engineering
JEFFREY SCOTT FONTAINE, in Accounting
NoRMAN RUDOLPH FOUGERE III, in Accounting
MEGAN MILLER FRIEL, in Biomedical Engineering
ZOLTAN FURU-SZEKELY, in Mechanical Engineering:: Design
DANIEL J. GARAWSKI, in Mechanical Engineering
JONATHAN JAMES GILSON, in Mechanical Engineering
HUM tUAN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
THORVALDUR PEUR GUDMUNDSSON, in Mechanical Engineering
WEI Guo, in Mechanical Engineering
VINAY GUPTA, in Computer Science and Engineering
JENNIFER L. HALECKI, in Biomedical Science
KATIE LYNN HASTE, in Nursing
BRUN MATTHEW Houri, in Mechanical Engineering
HECTOR DEGNON HONVOH, in Applied Financial Mathematics
JEREMY E. HUDSON, in Physical Therapy
SHEILA HUGHES, in Nursing
SHARON ANN HULL, in Nursing
MICHAEL A. JAFFE, in Chemistry
BRIAN JoHN JAWIN, in Mathematics Actuarial Science
DAVID DEAN JAYNE, in Chemical Engineering
MICHELLE KRISTINE JOHNSON, in Microbiology
KEVIN PAUL JORDAN, in Chemistry
VAIBHAV JuNEJA, in Biomedical Engineering
BETHANY KAY KELSEY, in Allied Health
HAMED KLAN, in Animal Science
NIKOLAI S. KOVTUNENKo, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
MARIANNA KRIGER, in Cell Biology
ALAICANANDA KRISHNASWAMY, in Microbiology
AYFERI KUTLU, in Computer Science and Engineering
DAVID JAMES LACHANCE, in Nursing
LAURA JEAN LATA, in Nursing
PATRICIA CLAuDIA LAWLOR, in Physical Therapy
APRIL SUE LEE, in Cell Biology: Plant Cell and Molecular Biology
DUYEN M. LEMIRE, in Biotechnology
ATTILA D. LIBERTINY, in Statistics
JANE ERIN LINDLEY, in Physical Therapy
DOUGLAS ELLIOTT LOGAN, in Metallurgy and MateriaB
Engineering
GREGORY JAMES LOWREY, in Accounting
BRIAN C. LUND, in Mechanical Engineering
PATRICK JOSEPH MAREK, in Animal Science
LARISSA MAE HORA MARTINEAU, in Nursing
KERRY E. MCGUIRE, in Nursing
ROBERT GERARD MCGURGAN, in Mechanical Engineering
JALADHI MAYANK MEHTA, in Computer Science and Engineering
STEPHEN B. MERRITT, in Biomedical Engineering
STEPHANIE A. MILAZzo, in Allied Health
KRISTEN LAUGEL MILLER, in Physical Therapy
VINEET MISHRA, in Mechanical Engineering
KASEY MARGARET MoYES, in Animal Science
EDGARDO RUY MINE, in Metallurgy and Materiab Engineering
DANIELLE JOANNE MUNSON, in Accounting
ALANA E. NAGLE, in Physiology and Neurobiology
HEATHER GWEN NELSON, in Applied Genomics
WALTER BERNARD NEUBERGER, in Physical Therapy
SHANEELA NOSHEEN, in Chemistry
NICHOLAS JAMES PACFI Ii, in Microbiology
DEVANSHI MUKUNDRAY PANDYA, in Biotechnology
SATHEESH BABU PARACHOOR, in Biomedical Engineering
MADHU KUMAR PATALAY, in Nutritional Science
VISHALBHAI JAYPRAKASH PATEL, in Biotechnology
KIMBERLY S. PATHAMMAVONG, in Microbiology
LISA CHRISTINE PERDIKAKiS, in Accounting
RYAN MATHEW PETERSON, in Physical Therapy
DARK() PETROVIC, in Mechanic Engineering
VALERY M. PHILLIPS, in Nutritional Science
KRISTEN MARIE PRZEKOP, in Applied Genomics
MIN QIAN, in Computer Science and Engineering
JIEJING QIU, in Statistics
YINGGE Qu, in Environmental Engineering
PAYAL MEHuL RANA, in Biotechnology
SUDATh E K. RANASINGHE, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
KAREN LEE RENSTROM, in Nursing
MARY M. REVAL, in Nursing
SEAN PATRICK RILEY, in Physical Therapy
MICHAEL J. ROBERGE, in Nutritional Science
STACEY IRENE ROBIDA, in Biotechnology
DENNIS JOHN ROMAN, in Physical Therapy
TRINEll LYNN RUSSEL, in Physical Therapy
ANAGHA JAYANT SABNIS, in Applied Genomics
ELIZABETH HANNA SAMANDER, in Genetics
REBECCA L. SCHAFFINO, in Physical Therapy
KAREN L. SCHAUBERT, in Physical Therapy
Fifty-Five
COURTNEY LYNN SCHUTT, in Geological Sciences: Geology
EMILY CYRILANNE SCURSSo, in Geological Sciences: Geology
OLGA SELIKHoV, in Nursing
ROSLYN SARAH SELSKY, in Ecology
Mu; SHARMA, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
ROBERT JAMES SHEAHAN, in Computer Science and Engineering
JIAQING SHEN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
YUFENG SHEN, in Mathematics
SHAUN HENRY SHERIDAN, in Accounting
UMAIR HASAN SIDDIQUI, in Biomedical Engineering
SHELLEY LYNN SOuCIE, in Physical Therapy
MICHELLE L. STEELE, in Nursing
LISANDRO SuAREz, in Geological Sciences: Geophysics
MARYCLAIRE CARROLL SULLIVAN, in Physical Therapy
Lu SUN, in Polymer Science
YUAN SUN, in Statistics
JULIE MN SUNAMOTO, in Physical Therapy
DIANE KATHERINE SUNG, in Biomedical Engineering
SANGEETHA LAXMI SURABI, in Biotechnology
DAGMAR SVOBODOVA, in Polymer Science
THEJAS NARAYANA SwAMY, in Biomedical Engineering
BENJAMIN THOMAS WHITEHURST TAYLOR, in Physics
SYLVIE TCHUMTCHOUA, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
DALE MARTIN THOMPSON, in Plant Science
JAYA TRIVEDI, in Mathematics
DEBORAH J. TURNER, in Allied Health
STEPHANIE JOYCE TYNDALL, in Physiology and Neurobiology
DAVID WARREN VAIL, in Environmental Engineering
JESSICA MARIE VAN BAAREN, in Microbiology
HENGAMEH VOSOUGH, in Electrical Engineering Control and
Communication Systems
JIANHONG WANG, in Civil Engineering
ArnEL KAARE WEATHERS-LOWIN, in Biomedical Science:
Developmental Biology
ZHAOHUI WEI, in amputer Science and Engineering
DOUGLAS ALLEN WOLF, in Allied Health
ToBIAS WOLFERTSHOFER, in Computer Science and Engineering
CYNTHIA A. WYSKIEWICZ, in Plant Science
YINGMEI XI, in Statistics
DAPENG XU, in Polymer Science
HANG Xu, in Mechanical Engineering
CAIXIA YANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
YEQING YIN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
MARCI LYNN ZANNOTti, in Physical Therapy
CHEN ZHANG, in Civil Engineering
GUANQUN ZHANG, in Computer Science and Engineering
ZHIQIANG ZHAO, in Environmental Engineering
Graduates, August 31, 2003
SAFRA ALTMAN, in Oceanography
GORDON HUNTER ANDERSON, in Accounting
ISAAC BAAH, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
ALICIA DEE BANDECCHI, in Accounting
TOLGA T. BARKER, in Animal Science
JUSTIN PAUL BISCEGLIO, in Computer Science and Engineering
ALESSANDRO BONANNO, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
PAUL Russa BRENO, in Accounting
JOSHUA DEAN BROWN, in Accounting
NICOLE SUZANNE BULLARD, in Accounting
JULIE ANNE CAETANO, in Accounting
LORI R. CARRIA, in Applied Genomics
NIVEDITA CHAKRAvARTI, in Accounting
DOMENICK ANTHONY CIOCCA, in Accounting
NICOLE MARIE CoLLIGAN, in Accounting
SARA LYNN COLPITTS, in Cell Biology
RYAN MATTHEw CROSSLEY, in Accounting
TIMOTHY DUGAN DAVIS, in Chemical Engineering
MICHAEL KwAKu DuAH, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
LESLEY NICOLE DuSATKO, in Accounting
KEREM EDIZ, in Mechanical Engineering: Dynamics a nd Control
EMILIA FALKowSKA, in Cell Biology
KRISTEN KOsswIG FORD, in Applied Genomics
KATHRYN MARGARET FOUR NIER, in Accounting
KRISTEN H. GAFFNEY, in Animal Science
CHRISTINE DANG GAGNON, in Accounting
JAMES FRANCIS GAGNON, in Accounting
LIN GE, in Mathematics
JENNIFER K. GILBERT, in Natural Resources: Lana Water and Air
PAUL R. GOODCHILD, in Accounting
PETER CHARLES GoREcKI, in Accounting
CRAIG ALBERT GOSSELIN, in Accounting
SHARAVAN V. GovINDAN, in Environmental Engineering
LINDSAY ANDERSON GUERRIERS, in Accounting
DANIELLE GuGuorn, in Accounting
BETHANY ROSE HEMPHILL, in Accounting
DANA MARGARET HOWELL, in Accounting
MINMING HUANG, in Electrical Engineering:: Control and
Communication Systems
MOHAMMAD MUNIM HUSSAIN, in Chemical Engineering
SARAH LORENA HUTTON, in Accounting
YUNG-JU JEONG, in Mathematics
MIROSIAWA JOSZCZYK, in Accounting
ANAND K KARALAPAICKAM, in Chemical Engineering
NEELUM LAIA, in Accounting
MICHAEL JAMES LAROCCA, in Accounting
MICHAEL ROBERT LENKOWSKI, in Accounting
CHANG LIN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
THERESA LYNN MATHIEU, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
JENNIFER ANN MAllUOCCOLO, in Accounting
THOMAS JAMES MCNERNEY, in Accounting
STEVEN A. MICHEL, in Accounting
ERIN ROSCHER MOSS, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
MELISSA LYNN OSLUND, in Accounting
WIOLETTA PARZYCH, in Accounting
DIPA T. PATEL, in Electrical Engineering: Control and
Communication Systems
TEJENDRA K PATEL, in Electrical Engineering Control and
Communication Systems
SUSAN MARIE PERREIRA, in Allied Health
RICHARD CANNON PHELPS, in Nutritional Science
DEAN ANDREW PONIROS, in Accounting
MIN QIAN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
LISA ANNE RACANELLO, in Accounting
REBECCA HELENE RAPHAEL, in Allied Health
ANDRES FRAN RIGAIL-CEDENO, in Materials Science: Polymer
Science
DENISE CATHERINE RIOUAL, in Accounting
BRENDA JEAN ROBERTSON, in Biochemistry
KIMBERLY JO RODEN, in Accounting
Fifty Sir
ROSA HOLLY SAR, in Accounting
SARAH MELISSA SETEAR, in Accounting
YING SONG, in Chemistry
STEVEN EDMUND SPRAGUE, in Accounting
KRIT SRIRATTANAPRASIT, in Electrical Engineering
ERIN PHILLIPS STINCHFIELD, in Accounting
JILL MARIE STROLE, in Accounting
MARYAM FIGUEROA TANuDRA, in Cell Biology
BOBBY A. THARIATH, in Biomedical Engineering
KIMBERLY B. THOMPSON, in Accounting
BENNET THoNAKKARAPARAYIL, in Accounting
XIAOHUI WANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
JOHN WALTER WARDOWSKI, in Accounting
MEGAN ELIZABETH WARE, in Accounting
ERIK JAMES WENZEL, in Accounting
HAo WU, in Plant Science
LILI YAo, in Nutritional Science
YUTONG YIN, in Computer Science and Engineering
AMALIA CRISTINA ZARA, in Accounting
JIN ZHANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
WEIPING ZHENG, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics a nd
Physical Electronics
Graduates, December 31, 2003
YAZEED FADEL ABU-SA'A, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
TAREQ AMIN ALAWADI, in Electrical Engineering:
Electromagneńcs and Physical Electronics
ALPER ATA, in Mechanical Engineering
STEPHEN A. BARTLETT, in Geological Sciences: Geology
JESSE O. BASH, in Natural Resources: Lana Water and Air
ALISON LYNN BELANGER, in Accounting
ROBERT JOHN Buns, in Computer Science and Engineering
JENNIFER LYNN BOGUSLAWSKI, in Accounting
JUDITH D. BROWN, in Genetics
DANIEL L. CAMBAL, in Accounting
KRISTEN MARIE CATERINA, in Pathobiology
MANCHIU CHAN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
SHING-WU CHUA, in Accounting
STEVEN LYNN CONNER, in Mechanical Engineering
MALLIKA DAs, in Statistics
MICHAEL DELGREGO, in Civil Engineering Structural
Engineering
SOPHIE DIAGNE, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
ZHIQUN DING, in Accounting
DENEENE RAPHAELLE DOYKER, in Cell Biology
KIMBERLY MARIE DROUIN, in Accounting
CAROL ELIZABETH DuBs, in Accounting
JAMES SAMUEL ELLISON, in Accounting
RICHARD SARBAH ESHUN, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
ToMAS MORDECHAI FoRAL, in Pathobiology
KATHLEEN THERESA GALLE, in Physiology and Neurobiology
AMY SUZANNE GIANNINI, in Accounting
GREGORY PAUL GODDU, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
DIANA LYNNE GOLDEN, in Genetics
GLORIELLE GONZALEZ, in Nutritional Science
RADHIKA GURUMURTHY, in Electrical Engineering
KRISTEN LYNN JACKSON, in Accounting
ELIZABETH F. JONES, in Animal Science
MARKUS J. KAISER, in Computer Science and Engineering
JANG KYUN KIM, in Botany
KICHANG KIM, in Mathematics
MING-MIN LEE, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
KATE ELIZABETH LERosE, in Biodiversity and Conservation
Biology
MEI LI, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
JIAN LAN, in Electrical Engineering
RONG LIN, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience
KRISTEN LEE LOMBARDO, in Accounting
ZACHARY ROBERT LUCE, in Accounting
MING LUO, in Accounting
MANISH MADHWAL, in Materials Science
YAN MEI, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
JASON L. MITCHELL, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics
and Physical Electronics
HEATHER KAY MOLYNEUX, in Chemistry
HUNTER C MORRIS, in Accounting
TAYEBEH MOZAFFAR,, in Mechanical Engineering
TSHIMANGADZO LUCKY NEDAMBALE, in Animal Science
MICHAEL LAWRENCE NOTARANGELO, in Accounting
STEFANIA PACIELLO, in Nutritional Science
QING PENG, in Physics
LISA CHRISTINE PERDIKAKIS, in Accounting
THOMAS WADE PERONE, in Accounting
MICHAEL EARLE PoPHAM, in Accounting
HEATHER S. RINGROSE, in Animal Science
KATHERINE RODRIGUEZ, in Civil Engineering: Structural
Engineering
JILLIAN MARIE ROJEK, in Pathobiology
KATHRYN MICHELLE SADOWSKI, in Accounting
ANITA A. SATHE, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
JUN SHI, in Mechanical Engineering
TANIA C. SIUDA, in Accounting
KARA BETH TAMBURRI, in Nutritional Science
HUILI TANG, in Mathematics
JIALI TANG, in Animal Science
SCOTT ROBERT VAN Epps, in Allied Health
ROBERTA S. VOTINO, in Nursing
JUNMING WANG, in Computer Science and Engineering
LING WANG, in Mathematics: Actuarial Science
TUN WANG, in Physics
MOLLY CHRISTINE WOODFORD, in Accounting
HAI Xu, in Statistics
WEI Xu, in Pharmaceutical Science
SEOK-WONYEOM, in Electrical Engineering. Control and
Communication Systems





















































































































































JONATHAN M. A. SPODICK
JESSICA THORNE
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The Professional Diploma in education is awarded for the completion of an approved program of





LIAM S. JOHN O'REILLY
JESSICA LYNN BLITZER




	 VIRGINIA MARIE KEITH
	 KATHLEEN M. SUPRIN
MIGUEL A. CARDONA
































Graduates, December 14, 2003





JENNIFER JANEMUN LEE in Pharmacy
Honors Scholars
KAREN HOANG, in Pharmacy
ZoHRA SALEHI, in Pharmacy
Degree with Distinction
SoKHAK So, in Pharmacy
SARAH ELIZABETH DASILVA ALiCEA
AMY MICHFI I F BACHYRYCZ
RYAN C. BANGO











































JOHN GEORGE MOYHER V
MICHAEL JOHN MULDOON
SANDRA VASTHI NARINE
























































































































LESTER WEI DAT LAU
ERICA J. LAUDANO
STEVEN MARC LAUER









































































STEFAN J. VAN JURA
DOUGLAS R. VAN VALKENBURG
JONATHAN EDWARD VON KOHORN
TARA L. VON KOHORN









* Candidate for two degreesSixty-Two
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
MASTER OF LAWS
INSURANCE LAW






































THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE


































































































The parenthetical indication ofa conferral date following a degree recipients name signifies confirmed completion of degree
requirements. If no conferral date ir indicated completion of degree requirements could not be confirmed at press time.
Conferral ofa degree is contingent upon verification by the Graduate School that a student has completed all requirements.
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS
CYNTHIA JAN PETERSON, in Music: Performance (May 8, 2004)
Co-Major Advisors: Peter M. Kaminsky and Neal P. Larrabee
Dissertation Title: Contextual Analyses of Six Etudes for Piano by Claude Debussy
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
KLAus ABELS, in Linguistics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Zeljko Boskovic
Doctoral Dissertation: Successive Cyclicity, Anti-locality, and Adposition Stranding
ANA M. ALARCON, in Anthropology
Major Advisor: W. Penn Handwerker
Doctoral Dissertation: Childhood Primary Healthcare in the 9th Region of Chile: Mothers' and Health Providers' Concerns
ABDULRAHMAN A. ALHAMDAN, in Computer Science and Engineering (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Reda Anwar Ammar
Doctoral Dissertation: Scheduling Methods for Efficient Utilization of Cluster Computing Environments
JAMES P. ALLAN, in Political Science (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Lyle A. Scruggs
Doctoral Dissertation: Partisan Politics and Welfare State Entitlements in Eighteen Advanced Industrial Democracies, 1975-1999
JOLIE MICHFI I F ALRIC in Educational Psychology; School Psychology
Major Advisor: Melissa A. Bray
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison on Independent, Interdependent, and Dependent Group Contingencies with Randomized
Reinforcers to Increase Reading Fluency
MARIA NICoLE ARIzzI-LAFRANCE, in Psychology: Neurosciences
MajorAdvisor. John D. Salamone
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Ethanol and Ethanol Metabolites on Locomotor Activity: Role of the Substantia Nigra Pars
Reticulata
MARLIN ANTONIA ARNIStA in Educational Administration (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Sharon E Rallis
Doctoral Dissertation: Adult Learning in the Context of Teachers' Professional Growth
ROSEMARIE LISA ATAYA, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jonna M. Kulikowich
Doctoral Dissertation: Knowledge, Interest, and Reading Comprehension: A General Linear Model for Social Studies
GI FN
 STEVEN ATKINSON, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Orville C. Kann
Doctoral Dissertation: Executive Function Tests: The Power to Predict ADHD? Validity of the NESPY Executive
Function/Attention Index
KATHRINE COLE AYDELOTT, in English
MajorAdvisor: Lynn Z. Bloom
Doctoral Dissertation: Coming to "Cosmic Consciousness": Science and Metaphysics in the Fiction of D.H. Lawrence
Sixty-Five
ZHIGANG BAN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Pamir Alpay
Doctoral Dissertation: Thermodynamic Modeling of Ferroelectric Epitaxial Films and Polarization Graded Ferroelectrics
ERIC KIRK BEGG, in Mechanical Engineering. Energy and Thermal Sciences (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Amir Faghri
Doctoral Dissertation: Transport Phenomena in Micro/Miniature Channels for Two Phase Flow Heat Transfer Devices Including
Heat Pipes and Fuel Cells
DELIA I. BEL, in Curriculum and Instruction: Bi-lingual and Bi-cultural Education (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Lilian P. Minaya-Rowe
Doctoral Dissertation: An Ethnographic Comparison of Two Dual Language Programs
SANDRA BENDER FROMSON, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Davita S. Glasberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Pawns, Knights, or Kings: Understanding the Role of Regulators in Public Policy
STEPHANIE B. BERK, in Psychology: Language (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Diane C. Lillo-Martin
Doctoral Dissertation: Sensitive Period Effects on the Acquistion of Language: A Study of Language
AMITABHA BHAUMIK, in Statistics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Dipak K. Dey
Doctoral Dissertation: Dynamic Hierarchical Models with Applications
ELIZABETH ANN BIDINGER, in English (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Lynn Z. Bloom
Doctoral Dissertation: A Long Way from Home: Class, Identity, and Ethics in Autobiography
TERESA ELRITA BoYD, in Educational Psychology Gifted and Talented Education (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Sally Reis Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigating Teachers' Capacity to Develop and Demonstrate Multicultural Competency in Classrooms
DAWN MARIE BRADWAY, in Biobehavioral Science: Behavioral Genetics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: BensonE.Ginsburg
Doctoral Dissertation: A Behavioral Genetic Investigation into Directional Motor Skills and Reading Disability
GENEVIEVE Y. BRASSARD, in English (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Margaret R. Higonnet
Doctoral Dissertation: Becoming a War Heroine: Feminist Revision and Cultural Resistance in Women's Literature of the First
World War
RAYMOND PETE BRINAS, in Chemistry (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Christian Bruckner
Doctoral Dissertation: Stepwise Syntheses of meso-Aryl-substituted Porphyrins and Related Macrocycles
RYAN MICHAEL BRINGHURST, in Microbiology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Daniel J. Gage
Doctoral Dissertation: Control of Alpha-Galactoside Utilization in sinorhizobium Meliloti by the Transcriptional Activator AgpT
and Succinate-Mediated Catabolite Repression
GABRIELA BULANCEA, in Mathematics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Stuart J. Sidney
Doctoral Dissertation: Sequence Algebras of Continuous Functions
MATTHEW PETER BURDZY, in Polymer Science .(August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Chong S. Sung
Doctoral Dissertation: Near-Infrared Characterization of Water in Epoxy Networks for Modeling Property Changes
JUN Cm, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Sieve and Ceramic Membrane Metal Oxides: Synthesis, Modification, and Application
Sixty-Six
KAREN LYNN CAJKA, in English (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jean I. Marsden
Doctoral Dissertation: The Forgotten Women Grammarians of Eighteenth-Century England
PAUL KEANE CANAVAN, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Scott M. Hasson
Doctoral Dissertation: A Kinematic and Kinetic Analysis of College Aged Female Basketball Players During Landing Following a
Jump Training Program
MICHAEL STEVEN CANNIzZARO, in Communication Science: Speech, Language and Hearing (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Carl A. Coelho
Doctoral Dissertation: Narrative Discourse Production in Adults: Relationships with Age and Executive Functions
JESSICA HOPE CARLSON, in Psychology: Industrial/Organizational
Major Advisor: Mary Crawford
Doctoral Dissertation: When Practices Are'nt Perfect: Perceptions of Relational Practices in Organizations
JONATHAN EARL CARLYON, in Spanish (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: David K. Herzberger
Doctoral Dissertation: The Americanist Andrews Gonzalez de Barcia Carballido y Zuniga (1673-1743) and the Creation of the
Colonial Spanish American Library
TUTITA MARIA CASA, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Thomas C. DeFranco
Doctoral Dissertation- An Investigation of Teacher Decision-Making with Respect to Discourse in the Mathematics Classroom at
the Elementary Level
LIu-QUAN CHANG, in Pharmaceutical Science; Pharmaceutics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael J. Pikal
Doctoral Dissertation: Stabilizers in the Freeze-drying of Proteins: Mechanism of Stabilization
ELAINE ANNE CHEESMAN, in Special Education (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Joan M. McGuire
Doctoral Dissertation- Teacher Education in Phonemic Awareness Instruction
PIOTR CHELMINSKI, in Business Administration: Marketing (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Robin A. Coulter
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Culture on Consumer Complaining Behavior
CHANGQING CHEN, in Chemistry (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Fotios Papadimitrakopoulos
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation of Exchange Dynamics and Enantiomers in Alq3 and Bisquinoline-Based Devices
LINDA MARIE CHICoINE, in Pharmaceutical Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Gerald Gianutsos
Doctoral Dissertation: Polysaccharide Modulation of AMPA- type Glutamate Receptors: Importance to Synaptic Function and
Neuronal Maintenance
BRIDGET AUGUSTA CHINEBUAH-AIDAM, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Rafael Perez-Escamilla
Doctoral Dissertation: Impact of an Exclusive Breast-Feeding Promotion Intervention in Accra, Gh ana: A Randomized
Controlled Trial
SUNGHO CHO, Kinesiology
Major Advisor: Jay S. Shivers
Doctoral Dissertation: Structural Model of Brand Personality and Its Application: Comparing Brand Personality of Sport
Properties and Sponsors by Using a Five-Factor Br and Personality Scale
HORACIO COCCHI, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Boris E. Bravo-Ureta
Doctoral Dissertation: Soil Conservation, Output Diversification and Farm Income: Evidence from Hillside Farmers in Central
America
Sitty-Seven
MARGARET E. COLVIN, in French (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Lucy S. McNeece
Doctoral Dissertation: Baroque Fictions: Revisioning the Classical in Marguerite Yourcenar
RICHARD FRANK COMSHAW II, in Nursing (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Carol A. Daisy
Doctoral Dissertation: Validation of the Alzheimer's Disease Behavior Scale — Nursing Home
BRENDA ANNE COOGAN, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Thomas J. Kehle
Doctoral Dissertation: Self-monitoring, Peer Feedbck, and Randomization of Both Reiniforcers and Criteria for Reinforcement:
The Effects on Reducing Inappropriate Classroom Behavior
MARK CHRISTOPHER COOKE, in Anthropology
Major Advisor: Jocelyn S. Linnekin
Doctoral Dissertation: Freedom and Terror: The Emergence of the Uniformed Police as a Phenomenology of the State
CHRIsTINE FRANCES COOPER, in Medieval Studies
Major Advisor: Carl D. Benson
Doctoral Dissertation: Mirabile Translatu: Translating Women and the Miraculous in the Later Middle Ages
JOEL PETER CORONA, in Economics
Major Advisor: Kathleen Segerson
Doctoral Dissertation: Essays in Brownfield Redevelopment
LYNWOOD FRANK CRARY, in Mechanical Engineering: Fluid Dynamics
Major Advisor: John C. Bennett
Doctoral Dissertation: An Experimental Investigation of Flat Plates with Shallow Cavities
THOMAS ROBERT CRAWFORD, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor:, George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: Fathers' Parenting: Effects of Behavioral Style and Availability on the Child's Self-Concept at Early
Adulthood
BRIAN W. CREMINS, in English (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Clare V. Eby
Doctoral Dissertation: "A World of Secret Affinities": African-American Novelist Oscar Micheaux and the Frontiers of American
Popular Fiction, 1913-1947
KEvIN CHARLES CROWtHERS, in Cell Biology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael A. Lynes
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Intracellular and Extracellular Metallothionein on the Immune Response
DANIFi 1 F M CURRIER, in Sociology
Major Advisor: Nancy A. Naples
Doctoral Dissertation: My Body is a Gendered Tool: Gender, Body Image, and Identity Construction among College Athletes
CHRIsTINE MAKOSKY DALEY, in Anthropology
Major Advisor: Pamela I. Erickson
Doctoral Dissertation: College Students' Knowledge and Beliefs about Breast, Cervical, and Testicular Cancer
WILLIAM ROBERT D'ANGELO, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Shigeyuki Kuwada
Doctoral Dissertation: Neural Encoding of Interaural Time Differences in the Midbrain of the Unanesthetized Rabbit
TIMOTHY DUGAN DAVIS, Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Can Erkey
Doctoral Dissertation: Supercritical Fluid Processing of Abrasives
COI i FFN GARCIA DELANEY, in Nursing (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Carol A. Daisy
Doctoral Dissertation: The Spirituality Scale: Development, Refinement and Psychometric Testing of an Instrument to Assess the
Human Spiritual Dimension
Sury-Eight
JORGE DANTE DE PRADA, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Major Advisor: Farhed Shah
Doctoral Dissertation: Strategic Alternatives for Low Input Sustainable Agriculture and Wetlands Preservation: A Case Study
from Argentina
AMIT MUKUND DESHPANDE, in Biomedical Science: Developmental Biology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Marc F.Hansen
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of a Novel Tumor Suppressor Gene Involved in Osteosarcoma Tumorigenesis
GEORGE JOHN DiMOPOULOS, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Ronald O.Langner
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Cyclic AMP Levels and Collagen Synthesis in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells
Following Estrogen or Beta Adrenergic Treatment
ROBIN LYNN DOBSON, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Major Advisor: Melissa Bray
Doctoral Dissertation: Relaxation and Guided Imagery as an Intervention for Children with Asthma in an Elementary School
Setting
VIRGINIA LOUISE DODD, in Special Education (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Pamela Louise Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Kangaroo Care in Preterm Infants
EDITH JOSEPHINE SALLOT DOHERTY, in Curriculum and Instruction: Elementary Education
Major Advisor: Alexinia Y. Baldwin
Doctoral Dissertation: Description of Variance of Subtest Scatter across a B and of Cognitive Levels on the Test of Cognitive Skills
(TCS)
KELLEY E. DONALDS, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: James IL Manden
Doctoral Dissertation: Web Choke Aid (WEBCA) A Research Prototype for Constructive Choice in Web Environments
MEI DONG, in Biomedical Science: Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Daniel W. Rosenberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Dissecting Molecular Pathways Involved in the Multistage Progression of Colon Cancer Using a Murine
Model
ROXANNE ANGELA DONOVAN, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Michelle K. Williams
Doctoral Dissertation: To Blame or Not to Blame: How Target Race Affects Rape Blame Attribution
AMBER NICoLE DOUGLAS, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Michelle Williams
Doctoral Dissertation: Dissociation as Coping An Examination of Ethnic Differences and Race-Related Stress
JEANNE WATSON DRISCOLL, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Cheryl L. Beck
Doctoral Dissertation: The Experience of Women Living with Bipolar II Disorder
JASON MATTHEw DRWAL, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor: George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship among Attachment Styles, Empathic Accuracy, and Relationship Satisfaction
WARREN NOEL D'SouZA, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Leo Lefrancois
Doctoral Dissertation: Interleukin-2 and the Regulation of CD9 T Cell Responses
ROBERT ROBERDEAU DuNN, in Ecology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Robert K. Colwell
Doctoral Dissertation: Fauna in an Abandoned Landscape: Animal Responses to Tropical Forest Regeneration at Multiple Scales
Sixty-Nine
KIRK ALAN DZENKO, in Biomedical Science: Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology
Major Advisor: Joel S. Pachter
Doctoral Dissertation: Resolving the Role of Chemokine Recep tor 2 (CCR2) during CNS Inflammation
JEFFREY ScoTT EBBESEN in Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Patrick C. Hogan
Doctoral Dissertation: Ideology and Its Others: The Postmodem Fiction of Ishmael Reed, Kathy Acker and Don Delillo
EH FFN ECKERT, in Adult Learning (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Barry G. Sheckley
Doctoral Dissertation: Proficiency-Development Spirals: Occupational Learning among Farmers
REBECCA DIANA ECKERT, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Sally Reis Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: The Schoolwide Enrichment Model — Reading Framework Providing Enrichment Opportunities for all Students
ANITHA ELANGO, in Cell Biology
Major Advisor: Thomas T. Chen
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Environmental Xenobiotics on Rainbow Trout Pituitary Gland Hormones: Growth Hormone
and Porolactin
KATHLEEN E. ENGELMANN, in Ecology
Major Advisor: Carl Schlichting
Doctoral Dissertation: Adaptive Plasticity and the Nature of Environmental Variation
BENNETT IRVING ENOWITCH, in German (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Gerhard Austin
Doctoral Dissertation: Eros and Thanatos: A Psycho-Literary Investigation of Walter Vogt s Life and Works
BRIAN PATRICK ENRIGHT, in Animal Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Xiangzhong Yang
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Subsequent Reproductive Performance of Cloned Cattle Derived from Adult Somatic
Cells
CARMELITA S. ESTAVILLO, in Chemistry (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: James E Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Specificity of Cytochrome P450s in Thin Films
WILLIAM J.FARR,in Curriculumand Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Judith W. Irwin
Doctoral Dissertation: Collaboration among Teachers of Literacy
SARAH A. FELBER, in Linguistics
Major Advisor: Diane C. Lillo-Martin
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolating the Grammar: Removing Extra-Grammatical Effects from the Theory of Grammar through
Investigation of Grammatical Viruses
RICHARD STEPHEN FEINN, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Jonna M. Kulikowich
Doctoral Dissertation: Effectiveness of Supplemental Instruction for Developmental Level Math in a Universi ty Setting
ZHILAN FENG, in Business Administration: Fin ance (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Clemon E Sirmans, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Equity Carve-out
LUCI MARIE FERNANDES, in Anthropology 	
Major Advisor: Robert E. Dewar
Doctoral Dissertation: Options and Enterprises: The Kallari Community Development Project in the Amazon Basin of Ecuador
ABDULLAH FICICI, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Del Siegle
Doctoral Dissertation: International Teachers' Judgment of Gifted Mathematics Student Characteristics
Seventy
ITTAI FLASCHER, in Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Robert E. Shaw
Doctoral Dissertation: Goal-Centered Approach to the Measurement of Human-Systems Performance
DUNCAN FRENCH, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science
MajorAdvisor: William J. Kraemer
Doctoral Dissertation: Circulating Catecholamine and Testosterone Concentrations and Their Roles in Muscular Strength/Power
Expression
RONGWEI Fu, in Statistics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Dipak K. Dey
Doctoral Dissertation: Probabilistic Structure and Statistical Inference for Nonexplicit Popula tion Modal of Allele Frequency
DANA L. FUCHS, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Psychology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael P. Wilbur
Doctoral Dissertation: Native American Healing and Counseling: Cantadora
BRuNo GALANTUCCI, in Psychology: Language
Major Advisor: Michael Turvey
Doctoral Dissertation: Toward an Experimental Method for Studying the Emergence and the Evolvement of Human
Communication Systems
KATE BAILEY GARDNER, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
MajorAdvisor.: Melissa A. Bray
Doctoral Dissertation: Using Praise to Promote Students' Intrinsic Motivation and Perform ance Attribution in Classroom Settings
TRACY BLICKHAN GARTNER, in Ecology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor The G. Cardon
Doctoral Dissertation: Multi-Species Interactions in Northeastern Forest Ecosystems: Decomposition Dynamics in Red Oak and
Sugar Maple Leaf Mixtures
JEFFREY DENNIS GAWRONSKI, in Microbiology
Major Advisor: David R. Benson
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Adaptation to Environmental Temperature: Comparison of Glutamine Synthetases from
Psychrophilic, Psychrotolerant, and Mesophilic Membranes of the Allermonnelneeae
ERIK PETER GEISS, in Materials Science: Metallurgy (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Harris L. Marcus
Doctoral Dissertation: Fabrication and Defect Design in Two-Dimensional Colloidal Photonic Crystals
CHRYSSIS GEORGIOU, in Computer Science and Engineering (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Alexander Shvartsman
Doctoral Dissertation: Robust Distributed Cooperation in the Presence of Quantified Adversity
SUSAN THEvE GIBBONS, in Human Development and Family Studies
MajorAdvisor: Nancy W. Sheehan
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationships among Perceptions of Disability, Quality of Marriage, and Quality of Life for Women
with Vulvodynia
SUSAN JOAN GILSON, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael E. Young
Doctoral Dissertation: Examining Integral Factors Influencing Teaching with Technology
JOANN M. GLEESON-KREIG, in Nursing (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Henrietta Bernal
Doctoral Dissertation: Daily Activity Records: Effects on Physical Activity Self-Efficacy and Behavior in People with Type 2
Diabetes
JUDITH ANN GOLDEN, in Educational Administration (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor. Edward E. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: The Extent to which Connecticut Elementary School Principals are Implementing Best Practices in the
Teacher Induction Process, as Perceived by Beginning Teachers, Mentors, and Principals
Seventy-One
MARu A. GONZALEZ, in Agricultural and Resource Economics
Major Advisor: Rigoberto Lopez
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Market-Based Land Reform on Efficiency and Land Distribution in Colombia
KRISTEN ELIZABETH GOVONI, in Animal Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven A. Zinn
Doctoral Dissertation: The Ontogeny of the Somatotropic Axis in Male and Female Hereford Calves from Birth to One Year of
Age and Its Response to Exogenous Somatotropin
KRISHNA KISHORE GUDA, in Biomedical Science: Cellular and Molecular Pharmacology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Daniel W Rosenberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of the TGF-B Signaling Pathway in Genomically Stable Murine Colon Tumors
JIANXIN GUo, in Pharmaceutical Science
Major Advisor: Alexandros Makriyannis
Doctoral Dissertation: NMR in the Study of Lipophilic Ligand-Membrane Interactions
SCoTT ELLIOTT GYGAX, in Biomedical Science: Genetics, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven J. Harris
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of SepB in the Maintenance of Genome Stability in Aspergillus nidulans
NACIMA HADJOUT, in Cell Biology
Major Advisor: Michael A. Lynes
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Maetallothionein in Modulating Leukocyte Migration during Inflammation
JOHN FRANCIS HAMILTON, in Oceanography
Major Advisor: Robert B. Whitlatch
Doctoral Dissertation: A Coupled Hydrodynamic-Larval Transport Model for Assessing Source-Sink Recruitment Dynamics in
Estuarine Habitats
WEI HAN, in Political Science
Major Advisor: Richard P. Hiskes
Doctoral Dissertation: Political Coercion and the Liberal Tradition
BRIAN T. HAREL, in Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Deborah A. Fein
Doctoral Dissertation: Acoustic Characteristics of Parkinsonian Speech: A Potential Biomarker of Early Disease Progression and
Treatment
EL-SAYED HASANEEN, in Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Faquir C. Jain
Doctoral Dissertation: Modeling and Simulation of Floating Gate Nanocrystal FET Devices and Circuits
HAIHONG HE, in Business Administration: Accounting
Major Advisor: Amy Dunbar
Doctoral Dissertation: Accounting Choices and Firm-Specific Conservatism Measures
JIANING HE, in Biomedical Science: Skeletal, Craniofacial and Oral Biology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Barbara Kream
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Insulin-like Growth Factor-I (IGF-I) in Regulating Bone Mass and its Application in the Cell-
based Gene Therapy of Bone
WEI HE, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Kenneth E. Gonsalves
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis and Patterning of Polymers for Biomedical Applications
LUCAS A. HELLERICH, in Environmental Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Nikolaos P. Nikolaidis
Doctoral Dissertation: A Field, Laboratory, and Modeling Study of Natural Attenuation Processes Affecting the Fate and
Transport of Hexavalent Chromium in a Redox Variable Groundwater Environment
Seventy-Two
ELIZABETH ELLEN HENDRICKS, in Pathobiology
Major Advisor. Sylvain Deguise
Doctoral Dissertation: Pathogenesis of Disseminated Mycobacterium avium Complex in the SIV/Masque Model of AIDS
GAYLE E. HENNIG, in Pathobiology: Pathology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Herben E. Whiteley
Doctoral Dissertation: Hepatic Organic Anion Transporter Expression following Induction of Hepatocellular Proliferation in Vivo
KRISTIN HERRON, in Nutritional Science
Major Advisor: Maria-Luz Fernandez
Doctoral Dissertation: The Individual Response to a Diet High in Cholesterol Provided by E s• Does Response Affect Coronary
Heart Disease Risk?
DEBRA ANN HRELIC, in Nursing (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Regina Cusson
Doctoral Dissertation: Mothers' Experience of Communicating with Their Young Adolescent Daughters
MINMING HUANG, in Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Quing Zhu
Doctoral Dissertation: Near Infrared Diffused (NIR) Light Imaging Reconstruction with Ultrasound Localization Based on Finite
Element Method
FRANK HUBACZ, JR., in Curriculum and Instruction: Secondary Education (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Robert A. Lonning
Doctoral Dissertation: Reducing Cognitive Load in the Chemistry Laboratory by Using Technology Driven Guided Inquiry
Experiments
AREEG ABDEL-HAMID IBRAHIM, in Comparative Literary and Cul tural Studies (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Lucy S. McNeece
Doctoral Dissertation: Masks of Ontology: A Comparative Study of Representative Contemporary British and Egyptian Drama
SACHIYO IwASHITA, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Thomas K Wood
Doctoral Dissertation: Enhancing Aerobic Biological Degradation of Trichlorethylene and Metal Greases
JOAN KATHRYN JACOBS, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: SallyReis Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: Enjoyment of Reading: A Study of the Schoolwide Enrichment Model Reading Framework
BETH PAMELA JACOBSON, in Sociology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Arnold M. Dashefsky
Doctoral Dissertation: Rooting for Laundry: An Examination of the Creation and Maintenance of a Sport Fan Identity
NADA BORA JEVTIC , in Physics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey S. Schweitzer
Doctoral Dissertation: Nonlinear Time Series Analysis of Solar and Stellar Data
MOLLI RAE JoNES, in Mathematics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Eugene Spiegel
Doctoral Dissertation: Group Gradings of Incidence Algebras
JANICE MARIE JORDAN, in Educational Administration
Major Advisor: Philip A. Streifer
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Pennsylvania Superintendents Use Data-Driven Decision-Making and Standard and Poor's
School Evaluation Services to Understand and Improve District Performance
MARK A. JORDI, in Chemistry
Major Advisor: Thomas A. Seery
Doctoral Dissertation: Well Defined Nanoparticle Hybrid Materials by Surface Initiated Polymerization from Silica Supports
Seventy-Three
SANDRA M. JUSTIN, Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Robert A. Lonning
Doctoral Dissertation: The Identification of Barriers to Par ticipation in Science Professional Development through the
Exploration of Teacher Beliefs and Attitudes
REBECCA RIMKUS KALINOWSKI, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Laurinda Jaffe
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Oocyte Maturation by G-Proteins and G-Protein-Linked Receptors
LAIMA MARIA
 KAROSAS, in Nursing (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Carolyn Erickson Davanzo
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interrupted Development of Lithuanian Nursing
SHIGEKAZU KAWASHIMA, in Agricultural and Resource Economics (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Farhed Shah
Doctoral Dissertation: Management Decisions for Sustainable Use of Darns
JONATHAN PAUL KEITER, in Mathematics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey L.Tollefson
Doctoral Dissertation: One-Vertex Triangulations and Heegaard Splittings
JACQUELINE P. KELLEHER, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Ann A. O'Connell
Doctoral Dissertation: Using the Grammar Inventory for Teacher and Performance Assessments to Determine Self-Efficacy with
Respect to Grammar and Mechanics
FRANz WILLi KELLERMANNS, in Business Administration: M anagement (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven W. Floyd
Doctoral Dissertation: Strategic Consensus on Resource Accumulation Decisions
MOHAMED ALY SALEH KERASHA, in Computer Science and Engineering (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Ian R. Greenshields
Doctoral Dissertation: Adaptive Scheduling of Multi-Scale Processes in Dynamically Re-Configurable Networked Computers
CHERYL RENEE KERISON, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: SallyReis Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: Ability African American Students in an Urban Elementary School
SHERIF E. KLSHK, in Electrical Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Bahram Javidi
Doctoral Dissertation: Three-Dimensional Digital Data Embedding and Detection
MICHAEL JOSEPH KLUK, in Biomedical Science
Major Advisor: Timothy Hla
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Vascular Smooth Muscle Cell Proliferation and Migration by Sphingosine- 1-Phosphate
CYNTHIA KOCISZEWSKI, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Beverly Lynn Koerner
Doctoral Dissertation: The Families' Lived Experience of Bereavement in the Intensive Care Unit
JOSEPHINE KORCHMAROS, in Psychology: Social (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: David A. Kenny
Doctoral Dissertation: Can We Get Together? Relationship Initiation as a Motive to Seek Help
KATHRYN A. LAITY in Medieval Studies (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Frederick Biggs
Doctoral Dissertation: Local Heroes: The Sociocultural Context for the Development of Vernacular Saints' Lives in Old Irish,
Old Norse, and Old English
MARIANA DOBREVA LAMBOVA, in Linguistics
Co-Major Advisors: Zeljko Boskovic and Howard Lasnik
Doctoral Dissertation: On Information Structure and Classical Architecture: Evidence from Bulgarian
Seventy-Four
JONG IN LEE, in Anthropology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: W Penn Handwerker
Doctoral Dissertation: Korean American Women's Reasoning about Rape, Sexuality and Marriage: In Search of Ethnic and
Gendered Impediments to Rape Disclosure
MI-SonN LEE, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education
Major Advisor: Del Siegle
Doctoral Dissertation: Acculturative Experiences of Korean Americans: Exploring Self-Concept, Learning Styles, and the
Identification of Giftedness
CHRISTOPHE J. LEFAUx, in Materials Science
Major Advisor: Patrick T. Mather
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies of Layer-by-Layer Polyelectrolyte Adsorption
ANTHONY FRANCIS Lemieux, in Psychology: Social (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey D. Fisher
Doctoral Dissertation: Designing, Implementing, and Evaluating a Music-based HIV Prevention Intervention for Urban
Adolescents
YuRI LEVCHUK, in Electrical Engineering (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Krishna Rao Pattipati
Doctoral Dissertation: A Systematic Approach to Optimizing Organization: Models, Design Methodology, and Applications
DENISE ANN LEVILLE, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships Among Parenting Behavior, the Quality of the Family Environment, and Adjustment
Outcome in College Students
MILTON J. LEVIN, in Pathobiology
Major Advisor: Sylvain Deguise
Doctoral Dissertation: Modulation of Marine Mammal, Human and Mouse Immune Systems by in vitro Exposure to
Organochlorine Mixtures
BIN LI, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Harold D. Brody
Doctoral Dissertation: Real Time Microradiography of Dendrite Growth and Coarsening in Sn-13% Bi Alloy
CHONGHUA LI, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Charles H. Nightingale
Doctoral Dissertation: Pharmacokinetics/Pharmacodynamics of b-lactams alone and in Combination with ß-lactamase Inhibitors
against ß-lactamease Inducible Pseudomonas aeruginosa
DADONG LI, in Pharmaceutical Science (December 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor: Ronald O. Langner
Doctoral Dissertation: Inhibition of Neointimal Formation in Balloon-Injured Rat Carotid Arteries following Administration of
Cilostazol
JISHENG Li, in Plant Science
Major Advisor: Roberto A. Gaxiola
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of Arabidopsis thaliana Plants Engineered to Over-Express the Vacuolar H+-Translocating
Pyrophosphatase: Increased Cell Proliferation and de novo Shoot Organogenesis
QIAN LI, in Psychology: Indus trial and Organizational (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Robert A. Henning
Doctoral Dissertation: Integrating Usability into Use Cases: A Methodology for User Interfa ce Design
NATHANIEL ANTHONY LIM, in Chemistry
Major Advisor Christian Bruckner
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of Chemosensors for Iron (III) and Zinc (II)
AMIT UDAY LIMAYE, in Chemical Engineering
MajorAdvisor: Joseph J. Helble
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of a Flame Based Process for Controllable Synthesis of Ceramic Nanoparticles
Seventy-Five
LIN LIN, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Major Advisor: Yaakov M. Bar-Shalom
Doctoral Dissertation: Parameter Estimation and Data Association for Multitarget Tracking
XIANGDONG LIN, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Major Advisor: Yaakov M. Bar-Shalom
Doctoral Dissertation: Sensor Bias Estimation in Multisensor Systems
YAN LING, in Business Administration: Management
Major Advisor: Michael H. Lubatkin
Doctoral Dissertation: Toward an Upper-Echelon View of Firm Entrepreneurship
CHANGDENG LIU , in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Patrick T. Mather
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Microstructure on Strain Recovery of New Shape Memory Polymers
JIA LIU, in Materials Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Nanoscale Octahedral Molecular Sieves: Syntheses, Characterization, and Applications
JUNFENG LIU, in Statistics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Dipak IC Dey
Doctoral Dissertation: On Skew-Elliptical Distribution with Novel Applications
ERIC LUNDQuisT, in Psychology: Language (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Donald R Shankweiler
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonological Complexity, Decoding, and Text Comprehension
ZHENGTANG Luo, in Polymer Science
Major Advisor: Fotios Papadimitrakopoulos
Doctoral Dissertation: Diameter Selective Extrac tion of Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes
ANANDAMAYEE MAJUMDAR, in Statistics
Major Advisor: Alan E. Gelfand
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Problems in Multivariate Spatial and Spatio-Temporal Modeling
GRZEGORZ MALEWICZ , in Computer Science and Engineering (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Alexander Shvartsman
Doctoral Dissertation: Distributed Scheduling for Disconnected Cooperation
CHRISTOPHER BARRY MALONE, in Business Administration: Finance (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Shantaram P. Hegde
Doctoral Dissertation: Essays on Corporate Fraud and Securities Class Action Suits
RuBEN M. MAMANi-PALO, in Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Joseph J. Helble
Doctoral Dissertation: Morphology Distributions and Chemical Composition of Size-Selected Atmospheric Fine Particles
REVEREND MOTHER NOELLA MARCELLINO, in Microbiology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: David R. Benson
Doctoral Dissertation: Biodiversity of Geotrichum candidum Strains Isolated from Traditional French Cheese
FLORENCE VALERIE MARSAL, in French
Major Advisor: Anne Berthelot
Doctoral Dissertation: The Rhetoric of Interlacing: Thirteenth-Century Prose Romances and Jacques Roubaud's Autobiographical
Novels
ISAMIR MARTINEZ-RAMIREZ, in Chemistry (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Amy Howell
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis of Unusual, Strained Heterocycles: Versatile Templates for Organic Synthesis
Seventy-S&
MARIA CAROLINA MARUN, in Chemical Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Oligomerization of Methane to Higher Hydrocarbons Using Microwave Heating and Microwave Plasmas
COLETTE J. MATARESE, in Nursing (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Peggy L. Chinn
Doctoral Dissertation: Navigating the Journey to Menses-Cessation: A Study of Ch ange in an Emancipating Context
GUSTAVE XAVIER MATHEWS, in Spanish
Major Advisor: David K. Herzberger
Doctoral Dissertation: Memory and Time in the Novels of Antonio Munoz Molina
JASON RICHARD McCARTHY, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Christian Bruckner
Doctoral Dissertation: Novel Macrocycles by Modification of the ß, ß'—Position of Porphyrins
ANN LIVEZEY McGARVEY, in Psychology: Clinical (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: J. Conrad Schwarz
Doctoral Dissertation: An Evaluation of a Ropes Course: Efficacy for At-risk Youth with Externalizing Versus Internalizing
Symptoms
NABYL MERBOUH, in Chemistry (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Christian Bruckner
Doctoral Dissertation: Functionalization of Carbohydrates toward Metal Binding
VIRGINIA LOUISE MERLINI, in Sociology (May 8, 2004)
MajorAdvisor: Clinton R. Sanders
Doctoral Dissertation: A Case Study of the Equestrian Sport of Polo: An Integrative Approach to Issues of Structure, Function,
and Interaction
DAVID ADAM MERWIN, in Geography
Major Advisor: Robert G. Cromley
Doctoral Dissertation: A Neural Network Approach to Solving Meal Interpola tion Problems
ISMAT FAYEZ MIKKY, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Carolyn Erickson Davanzo
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of the Client Empowerment Scale (CES)
AHMED M. MOHAMED, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Reda Anwar Ammar
Doctoral Dissertation: Performance Oriented Cluster Architecture
SHEILA LYNN MOLONY, in Nursing
MajorAdvisor. Deborah Dillon McDonald
Doctoral Dissertation: Quality of Living in Long-Term Care Environments: A Psychometric Analysis of the H.O.M.E. Scale
RICHARD MICHAEL MONTMENY, in Kinesiology
Major Advisor: JaciVan Heest
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimum Joint Angles in Dynamic Gripping
TARA M. MOORE, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Psychology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Orville C. Karan
Doctoral Dissertation: Cumulative Traumatic Exposure: Mental Health Professionals' Experience Responding to the September
11th Terrorist Attack
JUAN MANUEL MORALES, in Ecology
Major Advisor: Peter Turchin
Doctoral Dissertation: Animal Movements in Heterogeneous Landscapes
JAYNE BILLMAYER MORROW, in Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Barth E. Smets
Doctoral Dissertation: Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 Protinaceous Appendages Initiate Surface Association and Enhance Adhesive
Ability
Seventy-Seven
LEILA K MOSAVI, in Biomedical Science: Genetics, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Zheng-Yu Peng
Doctoral Dissertation: Folding and Design of Ankyrin Repeat Proteins
BERNARD SOMBA MUNGE, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: James F. Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Protein Redox Reactions in Thin Films: Mono-Oxygenase Enzymes and Photosynthetic Reaction Centers
DANIELLE MARIE MuRRAy, in Psychology: Social (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jeffrey D. Fisher
Doctoral Dissertation: Living on the Edge: Sensation Seeking and Extreme Sports Participation
PRASHANT NAMBIAR, in Pathobiology: Pathology (May 8, 2004)
Co-Major Advisors: Herben E. Whiteley and Daniel W. Rosenberg
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecular Dissection of a Multi-stage Murine Colon Cancer Model
VILMA C. NAVARRO-DANIELS in Spanish (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: David K. Herzberger
Doctoral Dissertation: Pactos de la vida y el arte en la transition tardia: La metafiction en el cine, el teatro y el cuento espanoles
(1982-1993)
TsHIMANGADZo LusKy NEDAMBALE, in Animal Science
Major Advisor: Xiangzhong Yang
Doctoral Dissertation: Factors Affecting in vitro Embryo Production and Cryopreservation in Cattle
PAPPE NGOM, in Economics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: William E Lott
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Individual Social Capital in Occupational Choice and Earnings
Tu Ncoc NGUYEN, in Microbiology
Major Advisor: Kenneth M. Noll
Doctoral Dissertation: Whole Genome Transcription Profiling of Thermotoga maritima in Response to Growth on Glucose,
Lactose, and Maltose
FUMIKAZUNIINUMA,in Linguistics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Zeljko Boskovic
Doctoral Dissertation: The Syntax of Honorification
RYAN THoMAs NovAK, in Microbiology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Edward R. Leadbetter
Doctoral Dissertation: Desulfonation by Diverse Physiological Types of Bacteria
TIMOTHY JoHN Nan, in Philosophy
Major Advisor: Samuel C. Wheeler III
Doctoral Dissertation: Davidson and Heidegger on Truth
ERMEK NuRKHAIDARov, in Mathematics
Major Advisor: James H. Schmerl
Doctoral Dissertation: On Automorphisms of Models of Peano Arithmetic
MARTHA N. OKAfOR, in Anthropology
Major Advisor W. Penn Handwerker
Doctoral Dissertation: Culture and Latina Adolescent Pregnancy and Childbirth
EDUARDO ALEJANDRO OLATE, in Plant Science
Major Advisor: Mark P. Bridgen
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of Chilean Geophytes: Micropropagation and Cut Flower Production
LORRAINE C. OLENDZENSKI, in Genetics
Major Advisor: Johann P. Gogarten
Doctoral Dissertation: The Vacuolar ATPase Catalytic Subunit as a Phylogenetic M arker: Reconstructing the Paths of Microbial
Evolution
Seventy-Eight
JONATHAN ARIE OLER, in Psychology: Neurosciences
Major Advisor: Etan J Markus
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigations of Limbic Structure on a Novel Conditioned Discrimination Task: Lesion Studies,
Hippocamal Place Cells, and the Effects of Age
ERIC ARTHUR OLMSTED, in Economics
Major Advisor: Dennis R. Heffley
Doctoral Dissertation: Protocols and Individualized Treatments: Medical Practice Variation among Medicare Beneficiaries
MATTHEW ROBERT OPEL, in Botany (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Cynthia S. Jones
Doctoral Dissertation: The Morphology and Evolution of the Genus Conophytum N.E. Br. (Aizoaceae)
ROWENA ORTIz-WALTERS, in Business Administration: Management
Major Advisor: Lucy Gilson
Doctoral Dissertation: Does Support from Others Enhance and Constrain Creativity? The Impact of Different Types of Suppo rt
from Work and Non-Work Developmental Relationships on Creative Performance
ELIZABETH MARY OSGA, in Educational Administration
Major Advisor: Sharon E Rallis
Doctoral Dissertation: How Women Define Success in the Superintendency
PATRICK CHRISTOPHER OWEN, in Ecology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Kentwood D. Wells
Doctoral Dissertation: The Structure, Function, and Evolution of Aggressive Signals in Anuran Amphibians
NATALIA PACIORKOWSKI, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: T. V. Rajan
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of B lymphocytes in Murine Model of Brugian Filariasis
CLAIRE LOUISE PEARSON, in Biomedical Science: Genetics, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Steven D. Harris
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolation and Characterization of Morphogical Defective Muta tions
ARE PEDERSEN, in Botany (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Charles Yarish
Doctoral Dissertation: An Ecophysiological Study of Porphyra Species from Long Wand Sound (USA)
ANN MARIE PEIFFER, in Psychology: Behavioral Neuroscience
Major Advisor: Roslyn HollyFitch
Doctoral Dissertation: Behavioral Consequences of Induced Microgyria: Advancing the Applica tion of the Rat Model for Rapid
Auditory Processing Impairments
THOMAS C. PELLEGRINO, in Educational Administration (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Harry J. Hartley
Doctoral Dissertation: Time Management and Leadership Orientation: An Empirical Study of Student Affairs Administrators at
Four-Year Colleges and Universities in Connecticut and Massachusetts
LINDA HONAN PELLICO, in Nursing
Major Advisor: Peggy L. Chinn
Doctoral Dissertation: Narrative and Aesthetic Analysis of Non-Nurse College Graduates' Journals on Their Entry into Nursing
CHARLES E. PHILLIPS, JR., in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Steven A Demurjian
Doctoral Dissertation: Security Assurance for a Resource-Based RBAC/MAC Security Model
DAQING PIAO, in Biomedical Engineering (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Qing Zhu
Doctoral Dissertation: Flow Velocity Estimation in Optical Doppler Tomography and a Preliminary Study on Radiation
Detection %r Hybrid Optical Coherence Tomography/Scintigraphy
Seventy-Nine
MATTHEW A. PIKOSKY, in Nutritional Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Nancy R. Rodriguez
Doctoral Dissertation: Skeletal Muscle Protein Turnover in Runners and Endurance Trained Adults Consuming the RDA for
Protein
ELIZABETH EMILY PLAVCAN, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology
Major Advisor: Thomas J. Kehle
Doctoral Dissertation: Using Student Engagement to Improve School Attendance
ALLISON NICOLE PONCE, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michelle K. Williams
Doctoral Dissertation: History of Violence, Cognitive Disruptions, and Acceptance of Relationship Violence: A Study of
Revictimization
KATHERINE MARGARET Pon, in Special Education
Major Advisor: Pamela Louise Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: Functional Profiles of Children with Disabilities: A Cluster Analysis
FRANCESCA PoULoS, in Educational Administration (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Patsy E. Johnson
Doctoral Dissertation: Teachers' Perceptions of Procedural Fairness: Their Impact on Teachers' Efficacy and Commitment to
Their School
HAIHU QIN, in Polymer Science
Major Advisor: Patrick T. Mather
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis and Characterization of Liquid Crystalline Thermosets: The Effects of Disclination Density on
Mechanical Properties
SHAT AJA RAMBHATLA, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael J. Pikal
Doctoral Dissertation: Heat and Mass Transfer Scale-up Issues during Freeze-Drying
NICHOLAS ANGELO RATAMESS, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: William J. Kraemer
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of Heavy Resistance Exercise Volume on Post-Exercise Androgen Receptor Content in Resistance-
Tranined Men
DACHENG REN, in Chemical Engineering (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Thomas K Wood
Doctoral Dissertation: Inhibition of Bacterial Multicellular Behavior by Natural Brominated Furanones
GEORGE JOHN REZENDES, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Jonna M. Kulikowich
Doctoral Dissertation: Employing Contemporary Psychometric Methods to Establish Construct Validity %r a Large-Scale
Technology Performance Assessment
GINGER KAY RHODES, in Psychology: Clinical (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: George J. Allen
Doctoral Dissertation: The Impact of Violent Socialization
DANIEL OTTE RICE, in Business Administration: Operations and Information Management
Major Advisor: Robert S. Garfinkel
Doctoral Dissertation: Advanced Models and Methods for Maintaining Confidentiality of Numerical Da ta in Databases:
Protecting Against Insider Threat and Enabling Contraction of Answer and Protection Intervals
BARRY RICHELSOPH, in Educational Administration (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Edward F. Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: Block Scheduling: Instructional Practices in High School Science Classrooms
JANET RIDER, in History: United States
Major Advisor: Richard D. Brown
Doctoral Dissertation: Creating American Womanhood: The Social and Intellectual World of Judith Sargent Mur ray
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KATHI FFN FERRICK ROSENBLATT, Comparative Literary and Cultural Studies (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Lucy S. McNeece
Doctoral Dissertation: René Daumal: From Surrealist States of the Unconscious to Conscious States of Being
MELISSA WEHNERT ROTI, in Kinesiology: Exercise Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Jaci Van Heest
Doctoral Dissertation: Influence of Caffeine Ingestion on Fluid-Electrolyte Regulating Hormones, Aldosterone and Arginine
Vasopressin, and Physiological Responses at Rest and during an Exercise Heat Tolerance Test
MELANIE VIENS RovERo, in Educational Psychology: Counseling Psychology (August 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor. Orville C. Karan
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Burnout and Elementary, Middle, and Secondary School Counselors
MARTYN RYAN RUBIN, in Kinesiology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: William J. Kraemer
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of High-Affinity Growth Hormone Binding Protein in Resistance-Trained and Untrained Men
MARY JANE RuFFO, in Special Education (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Pamela Louise Roberts
Doctoral Dissertation: The Use of Selected Readings of Early Childhood Literature: Implications for Influencing the Sharing
Behavior of Preschool children with Special Needs in the Integrated Classroom
MARY LOU RUGGIERO, in Curriculum and Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Judith W. Irwin
Doctoral Dissertation: Assessing the Collaborative Features of a Teacher Professional Community: The Validity and Reliability of
a Survey Instrument
STEVEN MICHAEL RUMERY, in Psychology: Industrial/Organizational (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Janet L. Barnes-Farrell
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Work Group Culture on Employee Turnover
JAMES ALFRED RUPPEN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (May 8, 2004 —posthumous conf „al)
Major Advisor: Arthur J. McEvily
Doctoral Dissertation: On the Fatigue of Titanium Alloys
THOMAS MICHAEL SABBAGH, in Professional Higher Education Administration (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: Adults in Transition -- Adults Who Return to Community Colleges and Graduate: An Examination for
Life-Changing Event(s) in Adult Students' Lives Prior to Readmission
PHILIP G. SAMPONARO, JR., in History: United States History (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Susan Porter Benson
Doctoral Dissertation: The Times of Their Lives: Women, Men, and the Clock and Watch Industry in Bristol, Connecticut,
1900-1970
KIMBERLY B. SANTUCCI, in Curriculum and Instruction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Thomas C. DeFranco
Doctoral Dissertation: An Examination of the Knowledge Base for Teaching among Undergraduate Mathematics Faculty Teaching
Calculus
PETER MARTIN SCHEIFELE, in Animal Science (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael J. Darre
Doctoral Dissertation: Investigation Into the Response of the Auditory and Acoustic Communications Systems in the Beluga
Whale (Delphinapterus leucas) of the St. Lawrence River Estuary to Noise, Using Vocal Classification
ALAN RAYMOND SCOBORIA, Psychology: Clinical
Major Advisor: Irving Kirsch
Doctoral Dissertation: Immediate and Persisting Effects of Misleading Questions and Hypnosis on Memory Reports: An
Extension and Replication
KELLY B. SCRIBNER, in Nutritional Science
MajorAdvisor. Mary M. McGrane
Doctoral Dissertation: In Vivo Mechanism of Retinoid Regulation of Phosphoenolpyruvate Carboxykinase Gene Expression in
Liver
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ZHAoYUN SHANGGUAN, in Business Administration: Accounting
Major Advisor: Gim-Seong Seow
Doctoral Dissertation: Intangible Investments and the Costs of Capital
VIKAS KUMAR SHARMA, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Devendra S. Kalonia
Doctoral Dissertation: Formulation of Proteins as Dry Powders by Vacuum Drying following Precipitation by Polyethylene Glycols
LEAH F. SIEDNER, in Educational Administration
Major Advisor: Philip A. Streifer
Doctoral Dissertation: Expert Problem Solving by New Principals within the Context of Low Performing Schools
NICHOLAS ROBERT SILVAGGI, in Biophysics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Judith A. Kelly
Doctoral Dissertation: On the Road to Better Antibiotics: Crystallographic Studies of a Penicillin-Binding Protein
EUGENIA FOSTER SLONE, in Educational Administration (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Edward E Iwanicki
Doctoral Dissertation: Indicators of Quality Constructivist Schooling in Connecticut
HERMINE SMIKLE, in Educational Studies (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Parental Involvement Practices of Jamaicans in an Urban Area in Connecticut
ROBERT MICHAEL SMITH, in Biomedical Science: Cell Biology (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor George Y. Wu
Doctoral Dissertation: Ribonuclease Mapping and Antisense Targeting of Hepatitis C Virus RNA Terminal Sequences
SuSAN FRANCESCA SMITH, in Psychology: Developmental (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: James A. Green
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonological Development in Children with Dyslexia: Characteristics of Early Word Productions
REGINA CHENG SO, in Chemistry (May 8, 2004)
MajorAdvisor: Amy Howell
Doctoral Dissertation: A Formal Synthesis of the Glycosphingolipid, Plakoside A
MATVEY S. SOKOLOVSKY, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor: Robert G. Ryder
Doctoral Dissertation: A Dialogical Approach to Cultural Identity: A Study Based on Life-Narrative Inte rviews and Life-
Reminiscence Group Sessions with Elderly Jewish Immigrants from the Former Soviet Union
JOSÉ ORLANDO SOLA, in History
MajorAdvisor: Blanca Silvestrini
Doctoral Dissertation: Sugar and Nation: Colonos and the Dynamics of Local Politics in Caguas, Pue rto Rico, 1904-1936
YOUNG-CHAN SON, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Steven L. Suib
Doctoral Dissertation: Environmentally Friendly Reactions: (I) Efficient, Catalytic, Aerobic Oxidation of Alcohols with
Octahedral Molecular Sieves; and (II) New Synthetic Process for Preparing 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-4-Osopiperidine
JENNIFER LEE SPINNER, in English
Major Advisor: Lynn Z. Bloom
Doctoral Dissertation: On Women and the Essay: An Anthology from the Seventeenth Century to the Present
WENDY BARBARA ST. JEAN, in History
Major Advisor: Nancy Shoemaker
Doctoral Dissertation: Trading Paths: Chickasaw Diplomacy in the Greater Southeast, 1690s — 1790s
PETER STCHUR III, in Chemistry (August 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor: Robert G. Michel
Doctoral Dissertation: Resonant Laser Ablation: A Mechanistic Study of a Novel Solid Sampling Technique with Detection by
Microwave Induced Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometry
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RICHARD O'NEIL STERLING, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Joseph J. Helble
Doctoral Dissertation: The Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Chemistry of Arsenic and Mercury at Post Combustion Conditions
AGNI STYLIANOU, in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instruction (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Sadhana Puntambekar
Doctoral Dissertation: How Do Students Navigate and I rayn from Nonlinear Science Texts: C an Metanavigation Support
Promote Science Learning?
YAN SUN, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Major Advisor: Peter K. Willett
Doctoral Dissertation: New Approaches to Signal Detection and Classification
YUNQUAN SUN, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Kazem Kazerounian
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of a Unified Flexible Grinding Process
MARTHA KIRK SWARTZ, Nursing (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Regina Cusson
Doctoral Dissertation: Predictors of Health Related Quality of Life and Family Satisfaction in School Age Children with Asthma
RACHEL ELIZABETH SYTSMA, in Educational Psychology: Gifted and Talented Education (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Joseph S. Renzulli
Doctoral Dissertation: Co-Cognitive Factors and Socially-Constructive Giftedness: Distribution, Abundance, and Relevance
among High School Students
XIAOLIN TANG, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael J. Pikal
Doctoral Dissertation: Critical Engineering and Chemical Problems in Freeze Drying Process Design
CHRISTOPHER M. TAYLOR, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (December 31, 2003)
MajorAdvisor: Steven Pfeiffer
Doctoral Dissertation: Proteomic Analysis of the Myelin Membrane and Its Lipid Microdomains
SANSANEE THEBPANYA, in Business Administration: Fin ance (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Clemon E Sirmans, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Essays on Commercial Mortgage-Backed Securities
MICHAEL SCOTT THIBODEAU, in Pharmaceutical Science (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Andrea K. Hubbard
Doctoral Dissertation: Molecualr Mechanisms of Silica-Induced Activation and Apoptosis
JUN TIAN, in Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Robert A. Weiss
Doctoral Dissertation: Microstructure of Hydrophobically Modified Alkyl Acrylamide Polymers
TRACEY ALAINE TILLMAN, in Educational Psychology: School Psychology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Thomas J. Kehle
Doctoral Dissertation: The Perceptions of Elementary School Age Children toward Overweight Peers
JOHN JOSEPH TOMAN, JR., in Educational Psychology: Cognition/Instru ction (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Michael E Young
Doctoral Dissertation: Log Files from Web-Based Problem Solving as Correlates of Mindful Engagement
JOSEPH DONALD TRETTEL, in Biomedical Science: Neuroscience (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Eric Adam Levine
Doctoral Dissertation: Endogenous Cannabinoids Mediate Retrograde Signaling at Inhibitory Synapses of the Neocortex
JENNIFER TROPP, in Psychology: Neurosciences (May 8, 2004)
MajorAdvisor: Etan J. Markus
Doctoral Dissertation: Stability of Hippocampal Place Cell Activity across the Rat Estrous Cycle
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MARY PATRICIA TRUXAW, in Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Thomas C. DeFranco
Doctoral Dissertation: Mediating Mathematical Meaning through Discourse: An Investigation of Discursive Practices of Middle
Grades Mathematics Teachers
CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER TRYON, in Anthropology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Sally A. McBrearty
Doctoral Dissertation: The Acheulian to Middle Stone Age Tr ansition: Tephrostratigraphic Context for Archaeological Change in
the Kapthurin Formation, Kenya
FANG Tu, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Krishna Pattipati
Doctoral Dissertation: Advanced Combinatorial Optimization Techniques with Applications to Fault Diagnosis and Multiuser
Detection
EMEL TuRGUt, in Cell Biology
Major Advisor Michael A. Lynes
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanism of UCIMT-Mediated Immunoenhancement
MARY ANN URBAN CoRDEAu, in Nursing (May 8, 2004)
MajorAdvisor: Eleanor K. Herrmann
Doctoral Dissertation: Acts of Caring: A History of the Lived Experience of Nurse-Caring by Northern Women during the
American Civil War
EDWARD THOMAS VIEIRA, JR., in Communication Science: Communication Processes and Marketing Communication (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Marina Krcmar
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Emotional and Nonemotional Content on Children's (Ages. 10-12) Cognitive Motivation
and Involvement in Web Content
JEFFREY BROCK WAGMAN, in Psychology: Ecological Psychology (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Claudia Ann Carello
Doctoral Dissertation: Is Perceptual Learning Unimodal?
ANGELA LOUISE WALKER, in Psychology: Social (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Felicia Pratto
Doctoral Dissertation: Unfettered or Doubly Bound Understanding the complexity of Race and Gender within Exploitative
Mentoring Relationships
MICHAEL ARTHUR WALL, in Entomology
Major Advisor Carl W. Schaefer
Doctoral Dissertation: Systematics of the Halyini (Heteroptera: Pentatomidae: Pentatominae) with Emphasis on the Coctoteris-
Group and Its Biogeography in the Pacific Island Arcs
LIGONG WANG, in Biochemistry (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Debra A. Kendall
Doctoral Dissertation: In Vitro Characterization of Synthetic Signal Peptide-SecA and -SecY Interactions
RAYMOND W. WASHINGTON, in Cell Biology
Major Advisor: David A. Knecht
Doctoral Dissertation: Role of the Actin-Binding Domain in the Intracellular Localization of ABP-120 and Alpha-Actinin
KRISTEN SUZANNE WEINSTEIN, in Educational Psychology School Psychology
MajorAdvisor: Sandra M. Chafouleas
Doctoral Dissertation: Listening Passage Preview and Repeated Reading with Parents as Tutors: An Investigation of Integrity,
Effectiveness, and Acceptability
KIMBERLY ANN WEIR, in Political Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Mark A. Boyer
Doctoral Dissertation: The Paradox of NGO-State Relations
MIN-MING WEN, in Business Administration: Finance (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor Thomas J. O'Brien
Doctoral Dissertation: Pricing Insurance Policies and Insurance Equities with the Rubenstein-Leland Model
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KRISTY LYNN WEST, in Nutritional Science (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Maria-Luz Fernandez
Doctoral Dissertation: SC-435, an heal Apical Sodium Co-Dependent Bile Acid Tr ansporter (ASBT) Inhibitor:
Hypocholesterolemic Mechanisms of Action in the Guinea Pig
RICHARD WHITESIDE, in Educational Administration (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Timothy G. Reagan
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Information Needs and Information Delivery Preferences of College-Bound Secondary
School Students
MINKMAS VATANATHAM WILLIAMS, in Chemical Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: James M. Fenton
Doctoral Dissertation: Improved Oxygen Transport in Hydrogen/Air Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells
KEVIN J. WISE, in Biochemistry
Major Advisor Robert IL Birge
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimization of Bacteriorhodopsin via Mutagenesis
DEREK ANTHONY WONG, in Polymer Science
Major Advisor: Jeffrey T. Koberstein
Doctoral Dissertation: Surface Properties of Functional Polymer Systems
CHRISTOPHER JON WORDEN, in Pl ant Science: Horticulture (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor George Elliott
Doctoral Dissertation: Evaluation of Food Processing Residual Compost for Horticultural Use
JIE WU, in Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (May 8, 2004)
MajorAdvisor: Nitin P. Padture
Doctoral Dissertation: Novel Low-Thermal-Conductivity Ceramics for Thermal Barrier Coating Applications
YUE Wu, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Chi K. Huang
Regulation of Directionality in FMLP-Induced Neutrophil Chemotaxis
KARL RICHARD WURST, in Computer Science and Engineering
Major Advisor Robert D. McCartney
Doctoral Dissertation: Autonomous Physical Performing Agents with External Direction
LIANGDE XIE, in Materials Science (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Eric H. Jordan
Doctoral Dissertation: Processing-Structure-Property Relationships of Thermal Barrier Coatings Deposited Using the Solution
Precursor Plasma Spray Process
WANGANG XIE, in Mechanical Engineering: Applied Mechanics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor:: Eric H. Jordan
Doctoral Dissertation: Development and Implementation of a Viscoplastic Model for Air Plasma Sprayed Thermal Barrier
Coatings
JIANHONG Xu, in Mathematics (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael Neumann
Doctoral Dissertation: Parallel Computation for Markov Chains VIA Perron Complementation
LING Xu, in Human Development and Family Studies (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor Ronald M. Sabatelli
Doctoral Dissertation: Acculturation Stress, Social Support and Maternal Satisfaction within Immigr ant Chinese Families
JING YANG, in Chemistry
MajorAdvisor: James F. Rusling
Doctoral Dissertation: Detection of Chemically Induced DNA Damage in Thin Films Using a Voltammetric Probe
ZHI YANG, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Major Advisor: Martin D. Fox
Doctoral Dissertation: Ultrasound Speckle Reduction and Image Enhancement
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SuSAN BATES YOUNG, in Biomedical Science: Genetics, Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Major Advisor: Peter Setlow
Doctoral Dissertation: Mechanisms of Killing Bacillus subtilus Spores by Hypochlorite, Chlorine Dioxide, Decon, Oxone TM, and
Aqueous Ozone
HEIDI MARIA ZAVATONE-VETH in Anthropology
Major Advisor: Pamela Erickson
Doctoral Dissertation: Gender, Ethnicity, and the Multi-level Politics of Forming Community Health Promoters in Highl and
Guatemala
QIANG ZHANG, in Physiology and Neurobiology: Endocrinology (August 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Robert V. Gallo
Doctoral Dissertation: The Involvement of Prodynorphin-Derived Opioid Peptides and _-Opioid Receptors in the Luteinizing
Hormone Surge on Proestrus in the Rat
WENQING ZHANG, in Civil Engineering: Applied Mechanics (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Michael L. Accorsi
Doctoral Dissertation: Parallel Finite Element Methods for the Simulation of Parachute Dynamics and Control
HONG ZHENG, in Biomedical Science: Immunology (December 31, 2003)
Major Advisor: Zihai Li
Doctoral Dissertation: Heat Shock Proteins in Dendritic Cell Activation and Antigen Cross-Presentation
YI ZHENG, in Physics
Major Advisor: Juha M. Javanainen
Doctoral Dissertation: Superfluidity in Quasi-ID Atomic Bose-Einstein Condensate
XIAOMIN ZHONG, in Computer Science and Engineering (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Eugene Santos, Jr.
Doctoral Dissertation: Ananlyzing the Impact of Knowledge on Algorithm Perform ance in Discrete Optimization
EDWARD H. ZIEGLER, in Civil Engineering: Applied Mechanics (May 8, 2004)
Major Advisor: Michael L. Accorsi
Doctoral Dissertation: Characterization of Mechanical Properties for Lattice Block Material
EDMUND J. ZoLNIK, in Geography
Major Advisor Dean M. Hanink
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multilevel Model of U.S. Internal Migration
Eighty-Six
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION
Each year, the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants commissions to
Connecticut students in the Regu lar Service and in the Reserve Components.
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RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AND PROFESSIONAL STAFF
CYNTHIA H. ADAMS, Associate Vice Provost, Multicultural
Affairs, 1972-2003
ALBERT ALM!, Professor, School of Social Work, 1967-2003
GEORGE J. ALLEN Professor, Psychology 1970-2003
POLLY R. ALLEN Professor, Economics, 1976-2003
SURESH A. AMIN, Staff Professional Facilities Management,
1990-2003
JUDITH R. ANDERSEN, Staff Professional, Plant Science,
1984-2003
CAROL P ANDERSON, Associate Professor, Avery Point
Campus, 1973-2003
ROBERT F. ANDREE, Associate Professor, Geography 1990-
2004
RAYMOND A. ANSELMENT, Professor, English, 1966-2003
FRANCIS X. ARCHAMBAULT, Professor, Educational
Psychology 1978-2003
SUSAN R. ARESTI, Staff Professional, Instructional Media er
Technology 1974-2003
ROBERT ASHER, Professor, History 1971-2003
RICHARD A. ASHLEY, Professor, Plant Science, 1968-2003
LEE M. ASTIN, Staff Professional University Library 1981-
2003
BELVY E. BAGLEY, Professor, Music, 1984-2003
ALEXINIA Y. BALDWIN, Professor, Curriculum er Instruction,
1988-2003
ANDREW J. BARDEN, Staff Professional, Office of the
Registrar, 1973-2003
MARJORIE G. BARLOW-HALL, Staff Professional, Greater
Hartford Campus, 1986-2003
JOANN BARRY, Staff Professional, Student Health Services,
1972-2003
THOMAS J. BARTOK, Staff Professional Technical Services
Center, 1973-2003
DAVID BASCH, Staff Professional, Engineering Services,
1986-2003
ANDREW J. BAYLOCK, Staff Professional, Athletics, 1964-
2003
MICHAEL E BEAL, Staff Proftssional Dining Services, 1973-
2003
BEVERLY A. BECKWITH, Assistant Director, Student Health
Services, 1970-2003
DAVID R. BEDDING, Associate Professor, Waterbury Campus,
1972-2003
BRUCE A. BELLINGHAM, Professor, Music, 1974-2003
RICHARD P. BENNETT, Staff Professional Geology &
Geophysics, 1975-2003
MARLEDA BERGER, Staff Proftssional, Student Health
Services, 1989-2003
ELIZABETH BESAW, Staff Professional Student Health
Services, 1989-2003
BERNARD B. BIBLE, Professor, Plant Science, 1978-2003
LINDA J. BOARDMAN, Staff Professional, Information
Technology Services, 1980-2003
I. MICHAEL BORRERO, Professor, School of Social Work,
1978-2003
LARRY W. BOWMAN, Professor, Political Science, 1969-2003
JOHN J. BREEN, Associate Professor, Journalism, 1968-2003
IRENE Q. BROWN, Assodate Professor, Family Studies, 1978-
2003
MARYANNE BRUSTOLON, Staff Professional Pathobiology
1987-2003
KATHI FFN
 A. BRUTToMESSo, Associate Professor, Nursing,
1977-2003
ANDREA L. BRYAN, Staff Professional, School of Social Work,
1983-2003
JOSEPH I. BUDNICK, Professor, Physics, 1974-2003
WESLEY A. CANN, Professor, Marketing, 1977-2003
APRIL B. CARROLL, Staff Proftssional, Student Health
Services, 1974-2003
CHARLES W. CASE, Professor, Educational Leadership,
1987-2003
JOSEPH CERRETO, Staff Proftssional, Pharmacy Practice,
1988-2003
PEGGY L. CHINN, Professor, Nursing, 1997-2003
RICHARD A. COOPER, Professor, Avery Point Campus,
1985-2003
ROBERT W. COUGHLIN, Professor, Chemical Engineering,
1976-2003
JOHN D. CRAIG, Professor, Art &Art History 1979-2003
MICHAEL B. CUTUP, Professor, Chemical Engineering,
1968-2003
LINDA A. DANN, Staff Professional, Human Resources,
1988-2003
GAIL E. DAROS, Staff Professional Sponsored Programs,
1978-2003
ELLEN DARROW, Staff Professional, Allied Health, 1972-
2003
JAMEs V. DEFRONZO, Associate Professor, Sociology 1974-
2003
ROBERT E. DEGOURSEY, Staff Professional Marine Sciences,
1971-2003
DOROTHEA V. DICECCO, Associate Professor, Waterbury
Campus, 1962-2003
DONALD J. DICKERSON, Professor, Psychology 1965-2003
ARTHUR W. DIMocK, Staff Professional, Chemistry 1973-
2003
DENNIS M. DION, Staff Professional Human Resources,
1974-2003
DONNA L. DUNBAR, Staff Professional, Women 's Studies
Program, 1974-2003
ELIZABETH DZURNAK, Staff Proftssional, Greater Hartford
Campus, 1969-2003
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ELLEN E. EMBARDO, Staff Professional, University Library
1972-2003
CATHY S. ESTELL, Staff Professional Payroll 1977-2003
OLGA K EvELYN, Staff Professional, Admissions, 1991-
2003
ANTONIO EVERTEZ, Staff Professional, School of Law, 1993-
2003
MAUREEN E FERRANTE, Staff Professional, CT Small
Business Development Center, 1988-2003
LISA F. FERRIERE, Staff Professional, History 1976-2003
DENNIS J. FINELLO, Staff Professional Torrington Campus,
1981-2003
ENE FISHER, Staff Professional Graduate School, 1973-
2003
GERSHOM C. FOSTER, Lecturer, Torrington Campus, 1978-
2003
SHELDON W. FROME, Associate Professor, Waterbury
Campus, 1968-2003
ELIZABETH S. GAGLIANO, Staff Profissional, Continuing
Studies, 1985-2003
CHARLES A. GAIL, Staff Profissional, Technical Services
Center, 1973-2003
BARBARA. GARTON, Staff Professional, Institute of Materials
Science, 1989-2003
MAURICE L. GELL,
 Professor in Residence, Metallurgy,
1993-2003
BRUCE D. GoLDMAN, Professor, Physiology & Neurobioloy
1987-2003
PAUL B. GOODWIN, Professor, History 1971-2003
RICHARD L. GORHAM, Director, Instructional Media er
Technology 1975-2003
NORMAN GRAY, Professor, Geology er Geophysics, 1970-
2003
NORBERT D. GREENE, Professor, Metallurgy 1969-2003
MARCELLA D. GROGAN, Staff Professional Office of the
Bursar, 1995-2003
RONALD L GROWNEY, Associate Professor, Liberal Arts and
Sciences, 1972-2003
JANICE B. GUDINKAS, Staff Professional Campus Activities,
1977-2003
JOSEF N. GUGLER, Professor, Multicultural er International
Affairs, 1969-2003
THOMAS G. GUTTERIDGE, Distinguished Professor,
Management Department, 1992-2003
KURT HALLER, PROFESSOR, Physics, 1964-2003
PETER L. HALVORSON, Professor, Geography 1970-2003
ROGER W. HANSElL. Professor, Mathematics, 1969-2003
MARY T. HARRISON, Staff Professional Avery Point
Campus, 1982-2003
HARRY J. HARTLEY, University
 Professor, Educational
Leadership, 1972-2003
CHARLES W HATToN, Staff Profissional, Animal Science,
1972-2003
KAREN J. HAVENS, Staff Professional Agricultural
Publications,
 1969-2003
DENNIS HILL, Professor, Pathobiology 1976-2003
WILLIAM A. HINES, Professor, Institute of Materials Science,
1971-2003
MARTIN A. HIRscHoRN, Staff Professional Financial Aid
Office, 1973-2003
M. SUSAN HOLMES, Staff Professional Fine Am, 1974-
2003
SAMUEL J. HUANG, Professor, Chemistry 1964-2003
JAMES F. HURLEY, Professor, Mathematics, 1971-2003
EDWARD E. IWANICKI, Professor, Educational Leadership,
1974-2003
FRANCINE R. JAFFE, Staff Professional, Center for Real
Estate er Urban Economic Studies, 1980-2003
JOAN M. JEWETT, Staff Professional Biotechnology Center,
1971-2003
BRENDA N. JODOIN, Staff Professional, Applications
Program, 1972-2003
MARIANNE R. KALBAC, Staff Professional Pathobiology,
1963-2003
JIANGSHI KANG, Staff Professional Environmental Research
Institute, 1989-2003
JUDITH A. KELLY Professor, Molecular err Cell Biology
1980-2003
LINDA KENISON, Staff Professional Student Health Services,
1991-2003
QUENTIN KESSEL, Professor, Physics, 1971-2003
IRVING KIRSCH, Professor, Psychology 1975-2003
JANE L. KNox, Lecturer, Chemistry 1971-2003
CHARLES H. KOCH, Staff Professional Metallurgy 1980-
2003
RICHARD E KOCHANEK, Professor, Accounting Department,
1972-2003
HERBERT A. KOENIG, Professor, Mechanical Engineering
1967-2003
DAVID N. KOLB, Staff Proftssional, Applications Program,
1977-2003
HALLIE M. KRIDER, Professor, Molecular esr Cell Biology
1971-2003
LEONARD I. KRIMERMAN, Professor, Philosophy 1968-2003
LAWRENCE LANGER, Associate Professor, History 1970-2003
LEE S. LANGSTON, Professor, Mechanical Engineering
1977-2003
TSOUNG C LEE, Professor, Agriculture err Resource
Economics, 1967-2003
ScoTT K. LEHMANN, Associate Professor, Philosophy 1970-
2003
DONNA LEVINE, Staff Professional University Library
1983-2003
CHARLES H. LOGAN, Professor, Sociology 1970-2003
ROBERT A. LONNING, Associate Professor, Curriculum Ćr
Instruction,
 1991-2003
JEAN P. Low, Staff Professional, School of Social Work,
1979-2003
HARVEY D. LUCE, Assistant Professor, Plant Science, 1976-
2003
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ELLEN A. MACIOLEK, Staff Proftssional Office of the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, 1988-2003
JOESPH S. MACIOLEK, Staff Professional, Research
Foundation, 1976-2003
MARY T. MACKLEY, Staff Professional, English, 1987-2003
DAVID P. MADACSI, Professor, Avery Point Campus, 1976-
2003
CHARLOTTE J. MADISON, Director, Family Studies, 1978-
2003
SANDRA G. MAHEU, Staff Proftssional Human Resources
1982-2003
ALMA E. MALDONADO-CORDNER, Staff Professional
Center far Academic Programs, 1977-2003
TOMMASO MARCELLINO, Staff Proftssional Engineering
1978-2003
LILLY MARKONS, Staff Proftssional Center for Survey
Research, 1979-2003
CAROLANNE MARKOWITZ, Staff Professional Infirmation
Technology Services, 2002-2003
EDMOND L. MARROTTE, Staff Professional, Plant Science,
1967-2003
JANE E. MARTIN, Staff Professional, Office of Residential
Life, 1975-2003
LEROY C. MAXFIELD, Staff Professional Instructional Media
d Technology 1980-2003
JEAN N. MCCARTHY, Staff Professional Sponsored
Programs, 1975-2003
B. ROBERT MCCAW, Associate Professor, Dramatic Arts,
1969-2003
ROBERT E. MCCULLOCH, Staff Professional Facilities
Management, 1987-2003
THoMAS W MEDDICK, Staff Professional Jorgensen Center
far the Performing Arts, 1976-2003
KAREN J. MEIER, Staff Professional Microchemistry Lab,
1980-2003
ARLENE J. MICHAUD, Staff Professional, Office of the
Chancellor, 1976-2003
Rum G. MILLIKAN, Professor, Philosophy 1983-2003
LAUREL F. MILLIX, Staff Proftssional CCS Business Services,
1980-2003
JULIO MORALES, Professor, School of Social Work, 1978-
2003
THOMAS L. MOREHOUSE, Staff Professional, Fine Arts,
1990-2003
KATHLEEN M MORIARTY, Staff Proftssional Sponsored
Programs, 1970-2003
JOHN E. MORRAL, Professor, Metallurgy 1971-2003
JOSEPH J. MORRONE, Associate Professor, Kinesiology 1969-
2003
PATRICK B. MULLARNEY, Associate Professor, Educational
Leadership, 1972-2003
KENNETH J. NEUBECK, Professor, Sociology 1971-2003
MARY ALICE NEUBECK, Lecturer, Family Studies, 1991-
2003
DOROTHY J. NEUHARTH, Staff Professional Student Health
Services, 1989-2003
JULIUS NEWMAN, Professor, School of Social Work, 1968-
2003
ARNOLD O. NIEMINEN, Staff Professional Animal Science,
1972-2003
CHARLES H. NIXON, Staff Proftssional Sea Grant College
Program, 1990-2003
KAY A. NoRLANDER-CASE, Associate Professor, Educational
Psychology 1984-2003
CONSTANCE J. OLSON, Staff Professional, Facilities
Management, 1989-2003
NELSON R. ORRINGER, Professor, Modern & Classical
Languages, 1974-2003
NANCY M. ORTH, Staff Professional, University Library
1978-2003
BARBARA J. OSBORNE, Staff Professional School of Law, .
1976-2003
JANICE S. PALMER, Staff Professional Office of the
Controller, 1981-2003
ELIZABETH C. PATERSON, Director, Office of the Bursar,
1977-2003
PATRICIA A. PETERS, Staff Professional Environmental
Health er Safety 1965-2003
DONALD J. PROULX, Staff Professional Network
Engineering, 1975-2003
MARTHA A. PUPEDIS, Staff Professional Applications
Program, 1977-2003
IRENE P. QUONG CONLON, Director, Office of Diversity &
Equity 1976-2003
ROBERT E RACKLIFF, Staff Professional School of Social
Work, 1980-2003
MARGARET REAGAN, Staff Proftssional Budget Office,
1987-2004	 -
JOSEPH S. RENZULLI, Distinguished Professor, Educational
Psychology 19662003
JOHN W RIESEN, Professor, Animal Science, 1970-2003
ISNOEL M. RIOS, Staff Professional Puerto Rican Cultural
Center, 1978-2003
LoIS H. RIVARD, Staff Professional University
Communications, 1979-2003
PAMELA L. ROBERTS, Associate Professor, Allied Health,
1977-2003
THOMAS J. ROBERTS, Professor, English, 1963-2003
JOHN T. RoURKE, Professor, Political Science, 1974-2003
ROBERT G. RYDER, Professor, Family Studies, 1974-2003
MARY R. RYLANDS, Associate Professor, Music, 1976-2003
STEPHEN R. SACKS, Professor, Economics, 1971-2003
GERALD W. SAZAMA, Associate Professor, Economics, 1966
2003
GABRIELLA P. SCHLESINGER, Assistant Professor in Residence,
Avery Point Campus, 1990-2003




WILLIAM M. SERVEDIO, Associate Professor, Kinesiology
1976-2003
ROBERT E. SHAW, Professor, Psychology, 1975-2003
JAY S. SHIVERS, Professor, Kinesiology 1962-2003
STEVEN J. SMITH, Lecturer, Education, 1971-2003
CRYSTAL S. SNOW, Staff Professional Multicultural d'
International Affairs, 1967-2003
RICHARD W STANLEY, Staff Professional, Infirmation
Technology Services, 1980-2003
BURMA R. STELMAK, Staff Proftssional, Ecology err
Evolutionary Biology 1978-2003
JAMES D. STUART, Professor, Chemistry 1969-2003
JENNIE T. TALBOT, Staff Professional Undergraduate
Education S' Instruction, 1985-2003
BERNICE C. TAYLOR, Staff Professional Office of Financial
Ahl, 1982-2003
BETtE M. TAYLOR, Staff Professional Office of Financial
Aid; 1990-2003
NECHAMA TEC, Professor, Stamford Campus, 1974-2003
THOMAS M. TERRY, Associate Professor, Molecular & Cell
Biology 1969-2003
HELMUT J. TEUBNER, Staff Professional Server Support,
1972-2003
SARA THAL, Staff Professional School of Laws 2000-2003
SUSAN DEAN THEBARGE, Staff Professional Torrington
Campus, 1970-2003
MARYANN W. THOMAS, Staff Professional Avery Point
Campus, 1987-2003
DENNIS H. THORNTON, Staff Professional University
Library 1970-2003
JEANNINE UPPGARD, Staff Professional School of Laws
1993-2004
ERNEST B. UTHGENNANT, Associate Professor, Greater
Hartford Campus, 1972-2003
NANCY
 P. WEISS, Staff Professional Agriculture dr Natural
Resources, 1973-2003
ILENE S. WHITACRE, Staff Professional Psychology, 1974-
2003
GARY M. ZIMMER, Staff Professional Farm Services, 1988-
2004
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS














































Floor and Processional Marshals	 Hooding Marshals
REDA AMMAR	 GREGORY ANDERSON
LARRY ARMSTRONG	 SCOTT BROWN
CORA LYNN DEIBLER	 JOHN DEWOLF
PETER HALVORSON	 SARA HARKNESS
SCOTT HASSON	 DIANE LILLO-MARTIN
KATHRYN HEGEDUS	 SALLY MCBREARLY
JUDITH KELLY	 DAVID PALMER















SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE















DEANS AND MARSHALS OF THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 	 KIRKLYN M. KERR, Dean	 MICHAEL DARRE, Marshal
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE 	 MICHAEL DARRE, Director 	 L. CAMERON FAUSTMAN, Marshal
SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH 	 JOSEPH W. SMEY, Dean 	 VALERIE DUFFY, Marshal
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 	 W CURT HUNTER, Dean 	 JANICE E. CLARK, Marshal
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING STUDIES
	 KRISTA RODIN, Dean
SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
	 PETER J. ROBINSON, Dean
NEAG SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 	 RICHARD ScHWAB, Dean
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
	 AMIR FAGHRI, Dean
SCHOOL OF FAMILY STUDIES 	 CHARLES SUPER, Dean
SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 	 DAVID WOODS, Dean
GRADUATE SCHOOL 	 JANET GREGER, Dean
SCHOOL OF LAW 	 NELL JESSUP NEWTON, Dean	
COLLEGE  OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 	 RuSS MACKINNON, Dean 	
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 	 PETER J. DECKERS, Dean 	
SCHOOL OF NURSING 	 LAURA DZUREC, Dean 	
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 	 ROBERT MCCARTHY, Dean
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK 	 KAY DAVIDSON, Dean
	KENNETH FUCHSMAN, Marshal
	MICHAEL T. GOUPIL, Marshal
	STEVEN J. Sam, Marshal
	MARCELLE E. WOOD, Marshal
	NANCY SHEEHAN, Marshal
	TED YUNGCLAS, Marshal





ANTHONY E. VorrovICH, Marshal
KATHLEEN HIATT, Marshal
KENNETH A. SPERANZA, S IL , Marshal































































































On the cover of this Commencement book is the official seal of the University of
Connecticut. The University's seal depicts the ancient and mighty oak. For Connecticut and
the University alike, the oak's symbolism is significant. Beautiful  and sacred, the venerable oak
is synonymous with wisdom, longevity and hospitality. To Aristotle, the oak represented human
potential.
The oak holds a special place in Connecticut's history. In a time long before statehood,
the Connecticut colony's self-governing status was guaranteed by a charter issued by King
Charles II of England. When, in 1687, his successor King James II attempted to reinstate the
monarchy's authority; his emissary's efforts were foiled as the Royal Charter was secretly spirited
to a temporary hiding place—a majestic oak in Harford, forever after known as the Charter
Oak. The oak became a symbol offreedom worldwide.
The oak has unique meaning for the University as well. In 1884, the commencement
exercises of the second graduating class of the Storrs Agricultural School were held in an oak
grove on the Storrs campus. This
 grove, long a favorite gathering place for a variety of open-air
meetings, served as the spiritual home to the growing community of scholars.
The University of Connecticut's graphic interpretation of the oak is a stylized synthesis of
two acorns and three oak leaves, representing maturation, intellect and moral strength. The seal
is the symbol ofa large and diverse institution; it is used by all of the University's schools,
colleges, regional campuses, professional schools and its Health Center. The UConn Husky dog
is the beloved and official mascot of the University's athletic program. While the Husky
symbolizes the vitality and excitement of campus life, the oak seal communicates the broader
mission of the University as a center fir the pursuit, the creation and the sharing of knowledge.
The University of Connecticut, like the mighty oak, is rooted in a proud past and reaching
toward a limitless future.
Ninety-Six
